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NATIONAL TV: FULL

Makegoods at some

nets have tightened
first-quarter prime -time
scatter. Smaller adver-
tisers are being asked
to pay 30 percent over
upfront prices; larger
advertisers get 15 per-

cent bumps.

NET CABLE: MOVING
Brisk business in the

retail category going
into first quarter. Wire-
less, autos., movies and
packaged goods are

also driving the market.

SPOT TV: ROBUST

Lots of pressure on
major -market inventory
as holiday ad spending
is robust through De-
cember. Eitertainment
and retail are the
spending eaders.

RADIO: TIGHT

Stations are looking to
extend strong market
into January by offering
attractive rate pack-
ages. Inventory is tight
through the holidays in
large markets such as
New York, Philadelphia,
Dallas and Los Angeles.

MAGAZINES: WARM

With new pharmaceuti-
cals and autos coming
online in 2003. the first
quarter is starting to
heat up. Retail, elec-
tronics and household
furnishings & supplies
also remain strong.
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A Deadline
COURT TV SIGNS SEARS TO NEW AD CAMPAIGN

Court TV has created a new interstitial spot for the holidays
that showcases advertisers' brands. Sears is the first major
advertiser to sign on, as part of a fourth-quarter scatter buy.
Court's 30 -second interstitial puts the spotlight on Kris Kringle
Private Elf, a Sam Spade-type avatar who helps solve the mys-
tery of where to buy the perfect gift by downloading the adver-
tiser's Web site. Court TV plans to make Kris Kringle Private Elf
an integral part of its upfront pitch over the next few years.

NETWORKS ANNOUNCE MIDSEASON CHANGES
Following the close of November sweeps last week, most of
the broadcast networks announced lineup changes begin-
ning in January. ABC launches The Bachelorette
on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at 9 p.m. Beginning
Monday, Jan. 27, the network also adds Dick
Wolfe's remake of Dragnet at 9 p.m., followed
by the spiritually charged drama Miracles at 10
p.m. CBS premieres its updated version of Star
Search on Thursday, Jan. 9, at 8 p.m. Fox,
meanwhile, may have the most lineup changes.
By launching American Idol 2 on Tuesday,
Jan. 21, at 8 p.m., That '70s Show moves to
Wednesdays at 8 p.m., followed by the Idol 2
audience voting results show at 8:30. That
move pushes The Bernie Mac Show back to
last season's 9 p.m. berth, followed by Cedric
the Entertainer Presents at 9:30 p.m. The
Bernie Mac/Cedric change moves Fastlane to
Fridays at 8 p.m., beginning Jan 10. Conse-
quently, the struggling Firefly has been put on
hiatus. NBC's Washington -set drama Mr. Ster-
ling will launch Friday, Jan. 10, at 8 p.m. On
Sunday, Jan. 5. at 9 p.m., the WB debuts reali-
ty series High School Reunion, pushing Angel to
Wednesdays, where it will replace Birds of Prey
at 9 p.m. On Thursday, Jan. 9, at 9:30 p.m.,
the network launches another reality series,
The Surreal Life. Reunion will get a repeat air-
ing Thursdays at 8 p.m.

HOLT MULLS NEW BUYING SERVICE
Media buying pioneer Dennis Holt, founder of
Initiative Media North America predecessor
Western International Media, is "weighing offers" and consid-
ering the possibility of starting a new buying service, he said
last week. Holt declined to identify with whom the discus-
sions are taking place and added that "I have not made any
decisions at all" about his next move. Holt launched West-
ern, the first independent media agency in the U.S., in Los
Angeles in 1970. Holt sold the shop to Interpublic Group of

Cos. in 1994. It was merged with IPG's European media net-
work Initiative in 1998, and two years later, the agency was
renamed Initiative Media Worldwide.

 KING: NO MERGER FOR KWP AND PARAMOUNT
Roger King, CEO of CBS Enterprises and King World Produc-
tions, firmly denied that a consolidat on of King World and
Paramount Domestic Television, Viacom's two major syndicat-
ed programming units, is being contemplated. "There is no
truth to King World and Paramount merging," King said last
week. Two weeks ago, King World dismissed its entire six -per-
son programming -development team, a move that fueled
renewed speculation about a possible combination of KWP

and Paramount. King also denied reports that
he might leave the family -run company. "King
World and Paramount are two distinctly sepa-
rate, and successful, companies owned by the
same shareholders," King said. "We are thrilled
to be partners with Viacom, and I have no inten-
tion of leaving anywhere in the near future."

ABC's Braun says series

programming helped boost

sweeps ratings Page 4
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Media Elite 35
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 ECHOSTAR STILL EYES DIRECTV
EchoStar Communications Corp., in its latest
attempt to keep its proposed purchase of com-
petitor DirecTV alive-despite opposition by the
Justice Department and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission-late last Wednesday was
expected to file a "remedial proposal" to the
FCC. Any changes wil go before skeptical feder-
al officials, who have said the merger will bring
an unacceptable loss of competition. DirecTV
could pull out of the deal if the Jan. 6 deadline
goes by without FCC approval.

 NETS SEEK ALTERNATIVES TO ADS
Inventory growth has probably topped out, and
increases in ad availability on the major TV net-
works likely will take the form of product place-
ment and sponsorships, top executives said a-. a
Bear Stearns TV industry summit last week in
Washington. "We're very concerned about clut-
ter" that might send viewers to other channels,
said Tony Vinciguerra, Fox Networks Group presi-
dent. Vinciguerra noted that nontraditional adver-

tising, including product placement, has been successful on
reality shows such as Fox's American Idol. "I think you'll see
more of that," he said. The practice could spread to more for-
mats, added NBC network president Randy Falco. "You haven't
seen it in scripted drama, although I'm sure that's something
we'll have to deal with," Falco said. The comments came as
Forrester Research released research (continued on page 48)
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MediaWire
American Media to Acquire
Weider for $350 Million
Having long been on the prowl for a mag-
azine group, American Media chairman/
CEO David Pecker, along with financial
backers Evercore Partners, got his wish
last week, agreeing to snap up muscle -

and -fitness publisher Weider Publica-
tions for $350 million.

Tabloid titan American Media, publish-
er of the National Enquirer and Star, has
branched out with startups in recent
years, including Auto World and the
Spanish -language tabloid Mira. But the
Weider acquisition accomplishes a goal
of Pecker's since he formed AMI in
1999. "From the beginning, I have said
we would transform a tabloid company
into a large consumer publishing compa-
ny," Pecker said. "We were looking to
[buy] for a long time."

Founding publisher Joe Weider will
retain a minority stake in the seven -title
publishing group, which includes the 1.7
million -circulation Shape and 635,000-
circ Men's Fitness. Weider's separate vit-
amin business is not part of the deal.

Pecker's tabloid group and the Weider
titles should benefit from the combina-
tion. American Media owns 60 percent
of the country's 4 million checkout pock-
ets at retail and also runs magazine dis-
tributor Distribution Services Inc. While
Weider is currently signed to the Hearst
Magazines -Conde Nast Comag partner-
ship, its titles will most certainly be
more visible at checkout. "We'll look at
all the magazines, and we'll be able to
work closely with Comag and expand as
many retail outlets as we can that
they're not in," said Pecker.

As for the tabloids, Weider will be ab-
le to expose those publications to new
sources of advertising, most notably in
the health and fitness area. Pecker said
he will also build a corporate -sales net-
work with staff in New York, Los Angeles
and Detroit. -Lisa Granatstein

The WB Gives Up Seeking
Revised Nielsen Estimates
WB president Jed Petrick said last week
his network has "put up the white flag"
in its efforts to (continued on page 6)

ABC, the WB, NBC
Harvest Increases
Sweeps gives big lift to two nets that struggled last Nov.; Peacock preens
NETWORK TV By John Consoli

The November sweeps period that
concluded last Wednesday solidi-
fied the comebacks of ABC and
the WB, both of which suffered
heavy audience defections in No-
vember 2001. The WB enjoyed its
best sweeps ever, earning its high-
est ratings among viewers 18-34
and 18-49. And ABC's strong per-

formance in the 18-49 demo boosted the net-
work from a dismal fourth -place finish last
November to what was ex-
pected to be a second -place
showing this year.

ABC's solid 4.2 sweeps
rating in the advertiser -
desired 18-49 demo helped
the network boost its season -
to -date average to a 4.0, 5
percent over the 3.8 it had
entering November. That
4.0 is up 14 percent over
ABC's 18-49 average for the
full 2001-02 season.

Lloyd Braun, the net-
work's entertainment chair-
man, said that ABC has
"stopped the bleeding" in its
ratings and has largely done
so "on the back of original
programming" rather than
specials, miniseries and prime -time sports. The
network did, however, schedule some special
guests (including Jennifer Lopez and Justin
Timberlake) on its newsmagazines during the
sweeps, and it aired a Paul McCartney music
special on the final night of the ratings period.

But the strong showing of ABC's Tuesday
and Wednesday sitcoms, plus the reality series
The Bachelor, have drawn the most new 18-34
and 18-49 viewers to the network. Season -to-
date, According to Jim (Tuesday, 8:30) is up 17
percent in 18-34 to a 4.7 and 14 percent in 18-
49 to a 5.4, and My Wife & Kids (Wednesday at
8) is up 16 percent in 18-34 to a 5.4 and 12 per-
cent in 18-49 to a 5.0. What makes According to
Jim's gains even more impressive is that last

season the show aired on Wednesday, follow-
ing My Wife & Kids. This season, Jim is out-
drawing its lead-in, the successful freshman sit-
com 8 Simple Rules (averaging a 5.2 in 18-49).

ABC's Monday Night Football is up 14 per-
cent in the 18-34 demo and 7 percent in 18-49,
and the The Bachelor averaged a 7.9 rating in
18-49. The Bachelor completed its first edition
during the sweeps and will not return until Jan-
uary, in the form of The Bachelorette. ABC is
planning to air a short -run reality series in the

ABC's Jim dandy: Star Belushi (left, with guest Chris Elliott and
Larry Joe Campbell) has found a cozy new home on Tuesdays.;1?

Wednesday 9 p.m. slot until then.
Braun was humble about the pockets of suc-

cess thus far. "Our work is far from done, and
the turnaround is far from complete," he said.
"We still have a long road to where we want to
be." Indeed, ABC is still virtually a non -factor
on Thursday and Saturday nights.

The WB scored increases of 14 percent in
its key 12-34 demo during the sweeps and was
up 20 percent in 18-34 and 17 percent in 18-49.

While ABC and the WB are winning back
some of the demo ratings points they surren-
dered last season, CBS and NBC continue to
battle for the top spots. NBC won its 1 1 th
straight sweeps in the 18-49 demo, but CBS
won in households and total viewers. NBC
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made a last-minute effort to overtake CBS in
households and viewers last week, when on the
next -to -last night of the sweeps the network
pulled scheduled episodes of low -rated sitcoms
Just Shoot Me and In -Laws in favor of two
repeat episodes of Frasier. Not to be outdone,
CBS stuck in a repeat at 10 p.m. on the last
night of sweeps of its hit series CS/.

NBC Entertainment president Jeff Zucker
crowed about his network nearly catching CBS
in total viewers (falling short by 300,000) after
trailing last November by 1.2 million. Zucker
also noted that five NBC shows scored their
best November ratings ever.

CBS, which suffered hefty declines in
viewers 18-34 (down 23 percent) and 18-49
(down 11 percent) from November 2001,
sorely missed last year's lineup of sweeps spe-
cials, which included the Emmy Awards
(delayed to November last year because of
Sept. 11), Michael Jackson, Carol Burnett and
a Lucy retrospective.

A Victoria's Secret fashion show, one of
CBS' few specials this November, scored a soft
3.9 in the 18-49 demo on Nov. 20 and was
crushed by ABC's Bachelor finale.

CBS' Sunday movie has also skewed older
this season, with its 18-49 rating off 19 percent
from last year. "The ratings for their made -for -
TV movies, for the most part, have been
abysmal, and moving sitcoms to the Sunday 8
p.m. hour may have hurt the movie as a lead-
in," said Brad Adgate, vp of research for Hori-
zon Media. "The flow is not smooth going
from 60 Minutes to sitcoms to drama movies,
many of which have skewed very old."

Fox showed the biggest ratings declines in
the sweeps, partially because the World Series
aired in November last year. But new Fox
shows such as Girls Club and Firefly have not
performed as well as the series they replaced,
Ally McBeal and Dark Angel respectively.

In addition, Fox's shift of Bernie Mac to
Wednesday at 8, an hour earlier than last sea-
son, has not worked out as well as the network
had hoped. Bernie Mac, now playing opposite
ABC's My WO & Kids, has seen its 18-49 rating
slide 29 percent compared to last season. Fox
plans to move the sitcom back to its original
time slot in January.

Like Fox, UPN was down across the board
in all demos during the sweeps, although the
network's Monday ethnic -comedy lineup
scored its best November sweeps performance
in viewers 18-34 since 1997 and its best rat-
ings in 18-49 since May 1996. During the
sweeps, UPN's Monday 9 p.m. sitcom Girl-
friends delivered the network's strongest
sweeps performance ever in total viewers (an
average 4.9 million), persons 12-34 (2.4/6) and
several other categories.

NBC Widens Local Leads
UR take key news races in New York, L.A., Chicago and Dallas

TV STATIONS By Sandy Brown

As the November sweeps came to a
close last week, several major markets
including New York, Los Angeles and
Chicago saw NBC owned -and -oper-

ated stations win tight local news contests in
key dayparts.

In Chicago's late -news race, NBC O&O
WMAQ-TV continued to dominate at 10
p.m. Monday through Friday, jumping a full
ratings point in November over the same
month last year. The station averaged a 13
rating/20 share through Nov. 26 over last
year's 12/19 for the same period, according
to Nielsen Media Research. Runner-up ABC
O&O WLS dipped to an 11.8/19 from a
12.2/19 last year. Third place went to CBS
O&O WBBM, which saw marginal gains
during the 10 p.m. hour, achieving a 5.5/9
over last year's 5.2/8. Retention still appears
to be a problem for WBBM, as network
quarter-hour lead-ins for late news were
down 6 percent from last November.

WBBM also saw gains for its 6 p.m. news-
cast, with an average 4.6/8 over last year's
4.2/7, putting it in a virtual dead heat for sec-
ond place with WMAQ (4.7/8). WLS retained
its lead at 6 p.m. with a 9.8/17, a drop from a
10.3/17 last November.

In New York, WNBC continued on top,
winning the 11 p.m. news competition with an
average 8.4/15, followed by WABC, which
drew a 6.7/12. Third -place WCBS posted a
5.2/9, a 10 -percent gain over its 4.7/8 last
November. WNBC ran neck -and -neck with
WABC in early morning and late afternoon
news. WCBS' newscasts at 5 and 6 p.m
dropped 6 and 13 percent, to a 3.0 and a 3.3
respectively, from year-ago levels.

In New York, WCBS' 11 p.m. news "has

KTLA's 10 p.m. news, anchored by Hal Fishman

and Lynette Romero, took over the top spot.

made some headway, [but] other than that, it
has really been the status quo," said Allison
Shapiro, vp/associate director of local broad-
cast at Zenith Media. Shapiro noted that NBC
continues to dominate prime time across major
demographics including adults 18-49, ABC
still has programming problems on every night
but Tuesday and the WB has been strong
among young adult viewers.

In Dallas -Fort Worth, NBC O&O KXAS
remained on top at 10 p.m. with an 11.5/18,
adding a full ratings point from last Novem-
ber. Belo Corp. -owned ABC affiliate WFAA
once again controlled the earlier news time
periods. At 5 p.m., the station averaged a
9.0/19, doubling the audience of its closest
competitor, KXAS, which pulled a 4.6/10. At
6 p.m., WFAA reigned with a 10.4/18, 60 per-
cent higher than KXAS, its closest rival in the
time period with a 6.6/11.

In Los Angeles, NBC O&O KNBC
(8.0/15) won a close race at 11 p.m. with ABC
O&O KABC (7.6/14). As for news at 10 p.m.,
KTLA, Tribune's WB affiliate in Los Angeles,
scored a dramatic win by wresting the top spot
from Fox O&O KTTV, which dropped 14
percent from last November to an average
3.3/5. KTLA jumped 8 percent to a 4.2/7.
KCAL, Viacom's Independent outlet in L.A.,
was third at 10 p.m. with a 2.7/4.

Despite the vows of many news directors
over the recent sweeps periods to tone down
over -the -top stunting to drive up ratings, No-
vember still had its share of hyped in-depth
"investigative" reports. In Dallas, exclusive
news reports included exposés on flammable
fake fingernails and exploding turkey fryers.

Dennis Williamson, senior corporate vp at
Belo Corp., which owns 19 TV stations, 16 of
which produce local news (including WF_kA
in Dallas), said that Belo is trying to steer
clear of sweeps chicanery. "If you do the right
thing, viewers will respond," Williamson said.
"Long-term, that resonates."

As for competitors who stunted during the
sweeps by running special reports instead of
hard news, Jeff Wald, news director at KTLA,
said: "We owe our viewers a newscast 365 days
of the year-we consistently come out to play."
For Wald, the consistent approach seems to
have paid off. Beyond 10 p.m., KTLA and pri-
mary competitor KTTV are in a virtual dead
heat in morning news, with a 3.4/10 and 3.3/10
respectively in November.
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MediaWire
get Nielsen Media Research to officially
revise its estimates of the size of the
U.S. TV audience for the 2001-2002 sea-
son. Nielsen in mid -September issued a
separate "update" of its estimates
based on new information provided from
the 2000 Census, but it did not revise or
replace them. That meant that there
would be no official recourse for the net-
works to claim that they over -delivered
viewers on certain shows last season
and were entitled to additional compen-
sation from advertisers. Conversely, ad-
vertisers could not go back to the nets
and seek compensation for ratings un-
der -deliveries based on the updated data.

Nielsen's updated numbers showed a
larger TV audience in the younger demos
in which the WB is strongest, meaning
the network over -delivered viewers on
many of its shows last season. However,
Nielsen's action left it up to the net-
works and media buyers to work things
out on their own. "There were a few
advertisers who on their own were willing
to compensate us based on what we
actually delivered, but I didn't take their
money," Petrick said, referring to make-

goods that should not have been award-
ed. "I told them I will remember their
gesture to treat us fairly." -John Consoli

TV Confab Stirs Debate
Over FCC Ownership Rules
TV broadcasters used last week's Bear
Stearns -sponsored forum on the indus-
try in Washington to lobby for relaxation
of the current TV duopoly and TV sta-
tion -newspaper cross -ownership rules.
The FCC is in the midst of a sweeping
review of all the media ownership rules
and just recently approved Comcast's
purchase of AT&T, which will create the
largest cable company in the U.S.

"[The FCC has created] a monopoly. I
just want to be treated in the same
way," David Smith, CEO of Sinclair
Broadcast Group, said in reference to
the Comcast-AT&T merger. "We need to
be able to compete [with cable] fairly,
and under the current rules we can't."

Belo CEO Robert Decherd said
"there is nothing wrong with cross -own-
ership, if you want to encourage the
free flow of information in the local
market." -Katy Bachman

Birds Exec Questions WB
Producer Robbins says network had "buyers' remorse" from the start
TV PROGRAMMING By A. J. Frutkin

Following the WB's decision in mid-
November to pull the plug on its new
Batgirl drama Birds of Prey, Brian Rob-
bins, the show's executive producer, re-

mained silent. Until now. Robbins, who along
with Mike Tollin oversaw Birds of Prey, said last
week that WB entertainment president Jordan
Levin "didn't have faith in the show" and had
expressed "buyers' remorse" about the series
from the beginning.

"I think [Levin] was afraid of the Batman
world being too dark for his air," Robbins said.
"He was never a huge fan of the show."

Airing Wednesdays at 9 p.m., Birds pre-
miered Oct. 9 to huge ratings for the WB, with
a 5.0 rating in the key adults 18-34 demograph-
ic and a 3.9 rating/10 share in adults 18-49. But
the show's numbers soon spiraled downward.

In a conference call last week discussing the
WB's November sweeps, Levin described Birds'
demise as a "failure of execution," adding that
the network was unable to find the right show-
runner to work with Birds creator-and first-
time series writer-Laeta Kalogridis.

Robbins agreed, but he also blamed Birds'
ratings decline on the success of ABC's The
Bachelor in the same time slot. "If I were run-
ning [the WB], I would have tried to figure out
a way to survive until after The Bachelor, and
then give it a chance," Robbins said.

Despite Birds' failure, the Warner Bros.-
based Tollin/Robbins Productions remains a

rising powerhouse in Hollywood. Its sopho-
more drama Smallvilk is a hit for the WB, and
Robbins is optimistic about TRP comedy What

The WB is considering Tollin/Robbins' The Black

Sash, starring Russell Wong, for a March launch.

I Like About You, another WB series. The com-
pany is also producing WB midseason martial -
arts drama The Black Sash.

Created by Robert Kamen (The Karate Kid),
The Black Sash stars Russell Wong as an ex -cop -
turned -bounty hunter who opens up a martial
arts school. Wong gets involved in his students'
lives, and vice versa, which was the appeal for
Robbins. "We've always wanted to do a 21
jump Street for the VVB," he said, referring to
Fox's young -skewing cop drama. The series
likely will launch in March. Levin suggested it
might air Sundays at 9 p.m., following Charmed.

Robbins said Birds' exit from the schedule
will have no impact on his relationship with the
WB. TRP has three shows in development for
fall 2003 at the VVB (seven other projects are in
the works at the Big Four networks). And he
knows failure is part of the business: "As you
put more shows on the air, you're apt to find
more disappointment," Robbins said.

A Showdown for Showtime
Venerable series from New York's Apollo faces a new crosstown rival
SYNDICATION By Marc Berman

After 16 years on the air, the syndicated
weekly It's Showtime at the Apollo has
built up an impressive reservoir of
brand equity among viewers and adver-

tisers. But now the venerable talent show may
have its first real competitor in the similarly
titled new Showtime in Harlem.

The two weekend series share a convolut-
ed, intertwined history. This past August, Per-
cy Sutton, founder of Inner City Broadcasting

and owner of the famed Apollo Theater in
Harlem, was outbid by the Heritage Networks
for rights to It's Showtime at the Apollo. Sutton
had held the rights to the show since its 1986
launch. Soon after, Sutton created Showtime in
Harlem (actually taped in Brooklyn) with dis-
tributor Western International, his partner on
the original series. The new entry began airing
in September, and the battle was joined.

"The two things I have that they don't are
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the original name of the
series and the Apollo The-
ater-the most important
elements," said Frank Mer-
cado Valdes, president and
CEO of Heritage Networks.
Valdes had a new set built
and recruited Mo'Nique
[The Parkers] as host and
Suzanne de Passe [The Jack -
sons: An American Dream,
The Temptations] as produc-
er. "This is a totally rejuve-
nated series," Valdes said.
"We are the original-they are not."

"Although the name has changed, we are the
original show," countered Chris Lancey, presi-
dent/CEO of Western International. "We have
the station clearances, the concept and the for-
mat that viewers are accustomed to."

Both Showtime competitors face the daunt-
ing challenge of chasing the same audience in
the same daypart. Through Nov. 17, Showtime
in Harlem was averaging a 1.2 rating in house-
holds, a slim 0.1 rating points ahead of It's Show -
time at the Apollo, according to Nielsen Media
Research. Apollo's household ratings are down

It's Showtime at the Apollo, hosted

by Mo'Nique, has a daypart rival.

27 percent from last year.
Both shows score significantly
higher ratings in African
American households, where
Showtime at the Apollo's mid -5
rating is off an estimated 35
percent from last season.

"The ratings loss for It's
Showtime at the Apollo is by no

,t means a negative," said Brad
Adgate, senior vp of research
at Horizon Media. "Consid-
ering the combined rating is
over a 2 for both series, I

think it's a positive overall."
"I can't say I am surprised to see some type

of ratings erosion for our show," notes Valdes,
who contractually was unable to maintain all of
the original It's Showtime at the Apollo station
clearances and time periods. "Once we add
more stations, we can gain back some of the
lost momentum."

"There will always be only one Apollo The-
ater and only one It's Showtime at the Apollo,"
said Mo'Nique, whose first television appear-
ance was on the series in 1989. "The vibe on
this show is like no other series."

Nets Mull 4As' Online Play
Sales executives miffed at $10,000 loan requests for Mediaport successor
THE MARKETPLACE By John Consoli

None of the broadcast networks have
responded to a Nov. 5 letter from the
American Association of Advertising
Agencies requesting they each loan the

trade association up to $10,000 to help fund an
online system for tracking media buying and
selling. The "XML repository" project, origi-
nally operated by Mediaport with $45 million
in funding from agency holding companies
Omnicom, WPP and Interpublic, was turned
over to the 4As last August when Mediaport
disbanded. The system's goal is to allow media
transactions to be executed entirely online-
from avail requests to final electronic billing.

"We are trying to electronify the entire sys-
tem," said Mike Donahue, executive vp of
member services at the 4As.

However, executives at some of the broad-
cast networks say that because of the high lev-
els of competitiveness for business, they are
wary of doing deals from start to finish on the
Internet. "We would all like to get to a point of
eliminating the exchange of information and
data by phone, faxes and messengers, but that
system has worked," said a top sales executive

at one of the Big Four networks who requested
anonymity. "Our concern is electronic data
theft, were we to exchange sensitive informa-
tion within the system."

The networks are also put off by the way
they were solicited for the loan. "The 4As
should have brought us all in to explain and dis-
cuss it, instead of just sending out a solicitation
letter," another sales executive said. The net-
works declined official comment.

Donahue acknowledged the process could
have been handled better. He said he will con-
tact the nets and explain the benefits of the pro-
ject. The loans from the networks would be
paid back with revenue generated by an online
directory of vendors, who will each pay $1,000
annually to be listed, Donahue said. He believes
media transactions will eventually be done elec-
tronically, and all parties that will be involved
"can either pay us a little now, or a lot later."

Jon Mandel, co -managing director of
MediaCom, said the networks are overreact-
ing and should kick in. "It's pretty much like
putting gas in the gas tank," Mandel said.
"They're stupid if they don't do it."
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NEW ORLEANS LOCAL SPORTS

NBA's Hornets Making

A Bounce in the Big Easy
BY RICHARD ZITRIN

New Orleans is a football town. Sports fans in
the Bayou love their hometown professional
and college teams-the NFL's Saints and the
Louisiana State University Tigers-and the
local media cover them with a similar fervor.

But there is a new player in town, and New
Orleans TV and radio outlets are starting to
open up their airwaves to reflect how the com-
munity is embracing the National Basketball
Association's New Orleans Hornets. And
although local sports fans' hearts were broken
23 years ago when their team, the Jazz, left
town for Utah, there is a sense of optimism just
one month into the season that this time pro
hoops is in New Orleans to stay. At press time
last week, the Hornets' record stood at 10-4,
including 8 wins at home without a loss.

"I think it's going to grow in popularity,"
said Harry McCulla, sports director and anchor
for Tribune Broadcasting's ABC affiliate
WGNO-TV, who files his sports reports for
the station's 5, 6 and 10 p.m. newscasts from
the New Orleans Arena, home of the Hornets.
"A lot of people here are just getting used to
being basketball fans again."

Cox Communications, the primary cable
operator in the market, launched regional
sports channel Cox Sports Television (CSTV)
based on having obtained rights to Hornets
games for 10 years; CSTV is the exclusive
local TV outlet for the team. While viewers
without cable cannot see the games, cable
penetration in New Orleans is 73.3 percent,
higher than the national average of 69.5 per-
cent for the top 50 U.S. markets, according
to Scarborough Research.

Rod Mickler, Cox vp of regional sports, said
Hornets ratings have exceeded expectations so
far. The 5.4 cable household rating for the
Oct. 30 opener was the top -rated game in the
15 -year history of the franchise, which moved
to New Orleans from Charlotte, N.C., this sea-
son. "People are watching," said Mickler.

The Hornets are selling most of the ad
inventory on cable and radio in-house, al-

though both Cox and WTIX-FM, the flagship
station of the team's 13 -station radio network,
have some spots to sell, as well.

Mike Costello, co-owner and general man-
ager of New Orleans-based Fleur de Lis
Broadcasting's WTDC, said his only problem in
selling ads for eight preseason, 82 regular -sea-
son and possible playoff -game broadcasts is that
the station did not get the Hornets rights until
about a month before the season began. The
biggest sponsor WM has so far is Entergy,
the New Orleans gas and electric company.

While many fans have embraced the team,
some advertisers may be taking a more cautious
approach as the city gets used to having the
NBA again. "Before the marketers, promoters
and buyers start dropping ad dollars into this
vehicle, there's going to have to be a long-term
support there, and buyers are going to have to
know that this city is committed to the NBA,"
said Eric Morgan of MorganJoanen, a New
Orleans media planning and placement firm.

New kid in town: Baron Davis and the Hornets
are attracting plenty of media coverage.

Media coverage and fan interest likely will
become even stronger once football season
ends, said sports anchor Lee Zurik of CBS affil-
iate WWL-TV, which carries live shots from
the arena before and after Hornets games.

"A lot of people are skeptical about the team
lasting," Zurik said, "but [NBA chief) David
Stern is probably the best commissioner in any
sport, and he would have found a way to keep
them from moving here if he wasn't [con-
vinced] they could survive."

MAGAZINES

Paper Unfolds Stand -Alone pm Tab

paper, an entertainment guide for aspiring scen-
esters in New York, is expanding its party plate.
Looking to build on the success of a four-color pull-
out insert it launched in September, pm: new york's
nightlife tabloid, Paper Publishing Co. will unveil pm

as a stand-alone next year in January and July (months
when the 10 -times -yearly Paper does not publish).

Paper, which competes with the much larger Gotham enter-
tainment guide Time Out New York, will distribute 40,000 copies

of the tabloid free to approximately 400 venues, including bars,
restaurants and art galleries, and 10,000 copies to newsstands
at a $1 cover price. Of January's 32 pages, 14 are ads for brands including Kools, American Spirts
and Michelob Ultra. After January and until July, the guide will continue to publish as an insert in the
100,000 -circulation Paper. The company hopes to launch pm as a weekly in the last quarter of '0.3.

"It's a new spin on the city guide," said David Hershkmits, Paper's co-editor and co -pub-
lisher along with Kim Hastreiter. "[Nightlife listings] are not exclusive information, but this
isn't so dry. We're making it fun, with gossipy things to add to events." -Aimee Deeken

WHIM- 20..

GIRLS! GIRLS:
ESTHER, BEONCE
AND JULIANNE
MAKE THE SCENE

440
40 GHTING MAN

0 WITS GAL L /ORDEN
NUM AND 812 FR NIIIIHR

LENNY
KRAVITZ

The tab spinoff hits in January
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BY EILEEN DAVIS HUDSON

The 111 -year -old Stone Arch Bridge spans the Mississippi River near downtown Minneapolis.

Minneapolis St. Paul
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL'S MINNESOTA TWINS, ONE OF THE TEAMS THAT BASEBALL

commissioner Bud Selig had targeted for the scrap heap after this past
season, proved to still be a viable franchise by not only making the divi-
sional playoffs, but also the American League championship, where
they lost to the eventual World Series champi-
on Anaheim Angels. The other major story in
Minneapolis-St. Paul, and the state in general
this year, was the hotly contested political races
which dumped an estimated $28 million worth
of political advertising into local media coffers.

The huge flow of dollars was attributable
to unforeseeable events, such as the death of
Sen. Paul Wellstone (D -Minn.) in a plane
crash on Oct. 25, that made Minnesota a
political swing state in last month's election.
Democrats tapped former vice
president and presidential candidate
Walter Mondale to replace Well -
stone on the Nov. 5 ballot. Mondale
lost to Republican Norm Coleman,
the former mayor of St. Paul. Since
colorful Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ven-
tura opted not to seek re-election,
the state's gubernatorial race, which
was won by Republican Tim Paw-
lenty, was also hotly contested.

The Minneapolis-St. Paul television mar-
ket ranks No.14 in the country with 1.59 mil-
lion TV homes. The Mississippi River splits
the market in half, with Minneapolis to the
west and St. Paul to the east.

News Corp.'s Twin Cities' duopoly has
undergone the most dramatic changes in the
last year. The company, which already owned
WFTC, acquired KMSP in July 2001 through
its purchase of station group Chris-Craft.
News Corp. followed through with its plans

to swap the affiliations of the two stations on
Sept. 8. WFTC, the former Fox affiliate, is
now the market's UPN affiliate. Conversely,
KMSP, the former UPN affiliate, is now the
local Fox owned -and -operated station.

Carol Rueppel, who took the helm of the
two stations as vp/general manager on Oct. 1,
2001, says the affiliation swap has created some
efficiencies "so we weren't dividing our re-
sources to compete against each other." For
instance, rather than producing two competing
9 p.m. newscasts, WFTC now has a comedy
block during the 9-10 p.m. hour featuring
reruns of Seinfekl and Everybody Loves Raymond.

In addition, WFTC launched a brand new
half-hour 10 p.m. newscast. KMSP now only
produces a 9 p.m. newscast.

While the on -air talent have stayed with
their respective stations, the staffs of the two
stations have been consolidated into the KMSP
facility, Rueppel says. The newscasts are now
produced using one management team and
assignment desk. As of Jan. 1, one account exec-
utive is responsible for selling both stations.

The two stations also partner with the local
regional sports service, Fox Sports Net North,
to carry some local pro sports teams. WFTC
and FSNN carry the National Basketball As-
sociation's Minnesota Timberwolves, while
KMSP and FSNN carry the National Hockey
League expansion team the Minnesota Wild.

Some other anchor -shuffling has gone on in
the market. Gannett Broadcasting's NBC affil-
iate KARE recently hired Julie Nelson, ABC
affiliate KSTP's lead female anchor. However,
Nelson, who left Hubbard Broadcasting-own-
ed KSTP in August, will remain off the air until
a one-year non -compete agreement ends.
When she returns to the air next year, Nelson
will anchor KARE's 10 p.m. newscast.

KARE plans to usher in the new year by
kicking off its year -long golden anniversary cel-
ebration, which will include a look back at his-
toric moments involving the TV station and
important news events in the market during the

past 50 years. Next year also marks
the 20th anniversary of KARE's vet-
eran anchor team, Paul Magers and
Diana Pierce, both of whom arrived
shortly after Gannett purchased the
station in 1983. Magers and Pierce
currently co-anchor the station's 5
and 10 p.m. newscasts. When Nel-
son begins co-anchoring the late
news with Magers, Pierce will anchor
the 5 and 6 p.m. news, says Tom

NIELSEN MONITOR -PLUS

AD SPENDING BY MEDIA / MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

Jan. -Dec. 2000
Spot TV $385,345,410
Local Newspaper $179,122,267
Outdoor $28,664,203
Local Magazine $27,680,873
Total $620,812,753
Source: Nielsen Monitor -Plus

Jan. -Dec. 2001

$321,373,569
$200,753,799

$31,626,813
$20,157,075

$573,911,256
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Market Profile
Lindner, KARE vp/news director.

Although Viacom's CBS O&O WCCO-
TV is the clear market leader on a household
basis, in the adults 25-54 demo KARE has been
No. 1 in local news for the past decade, Lind-
ner says. In the July sweeps, for example,
KARE did a 5.0 rating/22 share in the demo at
6 p.m. compared to WCCO's 2.9/13. At 10
p.m., KARE did a 9.6/26 to WCCO's 7.7/20,
according to Nielsen Media Research data.

WCCO, meanwhile, has overhauled its
morning show, promoting Noelle Walker
from station reporter to morning co-anchor.
Her co-anchor, Andy Dominianni, starts on
Dec. 15. He was most recently lead anchor at
WCCB-TV, the Fox affiliate in Charlotte,
N.C. Dominianni will also become WCCO's
solo anchor at noon.

In addition to on -air talent changes,
WCCO launched an extensive weather ini-
tiative on Nov. 14, which includes a new
weather set and equipment. WCCO, like sev-
eral other stations in the market, uses a satel-
lite station to better cover the DMA. That
satellite station, KCCO, has been based out
of Alexandria, Minn. Now, the station makes
use of three offices, having added one in St.
Cloud and one in Brainerd. Folks who live in
central Minnesota now receive six live weath-
er cut -ins during the day, up from two.

In terms of programming, WCCO picked
up Dr. Phil this fall, which it airs at 3 p.m.,
ahead of The Oprah Winfrey Show at 4 p.m.

St. Paul -based Hubbard Broadcasting's du-
opoly of KSTP-TV and KSTC are both in the
news race. The two stations' local newscasts are
branded separately but share talent. KSTP has
replaced Julie Nelson with Harris Faulkner as
its new female anchor at 5, 6 and 10 p.m.
Faulkner had most recently been co-anchoring
KSTP's 5 p.m. news and KSTC's 9 p.m. news.

An unexpected bright spot for KSTC was
the performance of the Twins this past season,
which marked the first year of a two-year deal
to broadcast 25 Twins games a year. "It was a
great Cinderella story for the city and for the
television station," says Ed Piette, vp/gm of the
duopoly. "We're just really excited about hav-
ing that franchise." Piette adds he is in the pro-
cess of negotiating a longer -term agreement
now that the team will be around for at least
another four years. The Twins' home opener is
simulcast on KSTC and KSTP. KSTP is also
the home of the Minnesota Vikings' preseason
National Football League games.

K/VIVVB, Sinclair Broadcast Group's WB
affiliate, does not produce local news. Station
executives did not return phone calls.

Paxson Communications' O&O in the mar-

NEWSPAPERS: THE ABCS

Daily
Circulation

Hennepin County: 452,743 Households

Sunday Daily Market Sunday Market
Circulation Penetration Penetration

Minneapolis Star Tribune 161,652 286,804 35.7% 63.3%
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 14,119 9,023 3.1% 2.0%

Ramsey County: 202,224 Households
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 82,755
Minneapolis Star Tribune 28,299

Dakota County: 133,796 Households
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 31,543
Minneapolis Star Tribune 25,805

Anoka County: 107,079 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 25,565
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 6,601

Washington County: 72,613 Households
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 30,049
Minneapolis Star Tribune 7,448

98.688 40.9% 48.8%
47,568 14.0% 23.5%

41,482 23.6% 31.0%
60,719 19.3% 45.4%

66.030 23.9% 61.7%
8,582 6.2% 8.0%

44.705 41.4% 61.6%
16,202 10.3% 22.3%

Scott County: 31,973 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 7,529 21,056 23.5% 65.9%
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 569 638 1.8% 2.0%

Wright County: 31,205 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 7,194
St. Cloud Times 885

Carver County: 25,428 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 7,085

Saint Croix County (Wis.): 23,158 Households
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 5.868
Minneapolis Star Tribune 782
Eau Claire Leader -Telegram 364

Sherburne County: 22,241 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 2.822
St. Cloud Times 1,996

Chisago County: 14,762 Households
Saint Paul Pioneer Press 2,594
Minneapolis Star Tribune 1,818

18,389 23.1% 58.9%
1,232 2.8% 3.9%

16,698 27.9% 65.7%

10,671 25.3% 46.1%
2,027 3.4% 8.8%

543 1.6% 2.3%

10,590 12.7% 47.6%
2,367 9.0% 10.6%

4,836 17.6% 32.8%
5,365 12.3% 36.3%

Data is based on audited numbers published in the Audit Bureau of Circulations March 15, 2002 County Penetration Report

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

RADIO OWNERSHIP

OWNER

Clear Channel Communications
Infinity Broadcasting
ABC Radio

Hubbard Broadcasting

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Revenue Share of
STATIONS Share (in millions) Total
1 AM, 5 FM 25.2 $58.3 34.1%
1 AM, 2 FM 19.2 $40.1 23.5%

4 FM 15.4 $37.0 21.7%
1 AM, 1 FM 8.9 $17.5 10.2%

Includes only stations with significant registration in Arbitron diary returns and licensed in Minneapolis -St. Paul or immediate area.
Ratings from Arbitron Summer 2002 book; revenue and owner information provided by BIA Financial Network.
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Market Profile
ket is KPXM. The station operates under a
joint sales agreement with KARE. As part of
the deal, KPXM rebroadcasts KARE's early
and late news at 6:30 and 10:30 p.m.

Last January, the Minneapolis -St. Paul
cable interconnect grew, with the addition of
Charter Communications. Called Interconnect
of the Twin Cities. Charter's coverage area
essentially wraps around the metro area,
including parts of Wisconsin that are part of
the DMA, says Roger Werner, Time Warner
Cable Ad Sales regional vp, Midwest region.
"They really took the interconnect from a
metro focus to a DMA focus," Werner says.

The interconnect now serves about 700,000
cable households. Time Warner Cable, the
managing partner of the interconnect and the
largest cable operator in the market, serves
about 200,000 cable homes and its ad -sales arm
inserts on 42 cable networks. TWC covers
Minneapolis and the city's southwestern sub-
urbs, while AT&T Comcast serves St. Paul and
the northern suburbs. According to Scarbor-
ough Research, cable penetration in the mar-
ket is 59 percent, well below the 69 percent
average for the top 50 markets (see Scarborough
chart on page 16). Another 18 percent of the
market is connected to satellite/microwave dish
service, slightly above the national average.

The Twin Cities are served by separate
newspapers. The Star Tribune, owned by the
McClatchy Co., dominates Minneapolis and
Hennepin County, while Knight Ridder's rival
daily, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, is the main
paper in St. Paul and Ramsey County.

The larger Star Tribune has a Monday-
Wednesday circ of 342,780 as of the six
months ended Sept. 30, according to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations. Its Thursday -Saturday
circ is 415,497, and its Sunday circ is 674,343,
all flat compared to the same period in '01.
The Pioneer Press had not filed its publishers'
statement by the ABC's printing deadline.

In October, the Tribune launched an Inter-
net -based eEdition, which is identical to the
print version and is available to subscribers by 5
a.m. each day. However, eEdition does not
include USA Weekend, TV Week or advertis-
ing inserts. The Tribune also launched several
promotional and marketing efforts this year,
including co -sponsoring debates with KSTP
during the fall campaign season, as well as
teaming with the Twins for a couple of promo-
tional efforts during the baseball season.

In June, the Tribune named a new senior vp
and editor, Anders Gyllenhaal, most recently
executive editor at The News & Observer in
Raleigh, N.C. In September, Gyllenhaal made
a series of management changes at the paper,

including the promotion of Scott Gillespie
from assistant managing editor for local news
to managing editor.

Over in St. Paul, the Pioneer Press complet-
ed a lengthy installation of new insert packag-
ing equipment earlier this year. The $7.4 mil-

lion project, which got underway in mid -2001,
increased the paper's capacity for preprinted
inserts and provided additional options for ad-
vertisers, says a Press representative.

Also this year, the Press initiated content
improvements and expanded coverage in three

RADIO LISTENERSHIP / MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Share
Morning Evening

STATION FORMAT Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+
KQRS-FM Classic Rock 17.3 5.8
WCCO-AM News/Talk/Sports 12.8 8.4
KXXR-FM Rock 5.1 6.0
KEEY-FM Country 4.9 6.4
WLTE-FM Lite Rock 4.9 5.0
KDWB-FM Contemporary Hit Radio 4.6 5.2
KTCZ-FM Album Adult Alternative 3.7 4.8
KSTP-AM Talk 3.6 7.8
KSTP-FM Adult Contemporary 3.6 4.4
KQQL-FM Oldies 3.6 4.3
Source: Arbitron Summer 20)2 Radio Market Report

NIELSEN RATINGS / MINNEAPO
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, WEEKDAYS

Evening News
Time
5-5:30 p.m.

6-6:30 p.m.

Late News
9-10 p.m.

110-10:30 p.m.

Network Station Rating Share
CBS WCCO+ 9.0 22
NBC KARE 7.6 19

ABC KSTP+ 5.5 14
Fox WFTC+* 3.6 9

UPN KMSP* 1.6 4
WB KMWB* 1.3 3

Independent KSTC* 0.7 2
Pax KPXM* 0.4 1

CBS WCCO+ 9.4 20
NBC KARE 7.0 15
ABC KSTP+ 5.6 12
Fox WFTC+" 5.0 11
UPN KMSP" 2.2 5
WB KMWB* 1.9 4
Pax KPXM* 0.6 1

Independent KSTC* 0.4 1

UPN KMSP 5.3
Fox WFTC+ 2.1 4

Independent KSTC 0.6 1

CBS WCCO+ 12.8 23
NBC KARE 11.1 20
ABC KSTP+ 7.8 14
UPN KMSP 2.8 5
Fox WFTC+* 2.5 5
WB KMWB* 1.9 4

Independent KSTC* 1.4 3
Pax KPXM* 0.6 1

+Audience estimates for parent station plus satellite/affiliate stations `Non -news programming
Source: Nielsen Media Research, July 2002
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THE LEADERSHIP OF TV'S #1 BRAND.

THE GENIUS OF JAMES CAMERON.

THE VISION OF GMC TRUCKS.

TOGETHER IN A BOLD NEW QUEST.

Discovery Channel ()Jest was created to

inspire and fund new scientific achievement.

With the generous sup )ort of GMC Trucks,

we launched a spectacilar first project

James Cameron's Expedition: Bismarck.

This and many more Ques: endeavors

will be chronicled via TV specials,

lecture series, online End

televised dispatches.

For more information
contact your Discovery Network
Sales Representative or log )n to

adsales.discovery.com
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Market Profile
SCARBOROUGH PROFILE

Comparison of Minneapolis -St. Paul
TO THE TOP 50 MARKET AVERAGE

DEMOGRAPHICS

Top 50 Mkt.
Average %

Minn.-St. Paul Minn.-St.Paul
Composition % Index

Age 18-34 31 32 103
Age 35-54 41 41 101
Age 55+ 28 27 94
HHI $75,000+ 29 29 100
College Graduate 13 13 105
Any Postgraduate Work 11 11 103
Professional/Managerial 23 22 97
African American 13
Hispanic 13

MEDIA USAGE -AVERAGE AUDIENCES*
Read Any Daily Newspaper 55 56 101
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 64 69 109
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 22 23 102
Total Radio Afternoon Drive M -F 18 18 99
Total TV Early News M -F 29 29 101
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 39 36 93
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 13 10 78

MEDIA USAGE-CUME AUDIENCES**
Read Any Daily Newspaper 75 76 102
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 77 82 106
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 76 80 105
Total Radio Afternoon Drive M -F 73 75 103
Total TV Early News M -F 70 71 101
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 91 90 98
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 59 52 88

MEDIA USAGE -OTHER
Accessed Internet Past 30 Days 60 61 102

HOME TECHNOLOGY
Own a Personal Computer 69 67 98
Purchase Using Internet 38 39 102
HH Connected to Cable 69 59 86
HH Connected to Satellite/Microwave Dish 16 18 113

(Respondent count too low to report. *Media Audiences -Average: average issue readers for newspapers; average quarter-hour
listeners within a specific daypart for radio; average half-hour viewers within a specific daypartfor TV and cable. **Media Audi-
ences -Curve: 5 -issue cume readers for daily newspapers; 4 -issue cume readers for Sunday newspapers; cume of all listeners
within a specific daypart for radio; cume of all viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable.
Source: 2002 Scarborough Research Top 50 Market Report (February 2001 -March 2002)

areas of high reader interest: national and inter-
national news, local news, and arts and enter-
tainment. To draw in more occasional readers,
the paper started a program in which stories are
highlighted in that day's paper or ahead of time
in promotional ads within the paper.

The Press promoted two senior editors in
June to succeed Vicki Gowler as managing edi-
tor. Chris Worthington is now m.e., local news
and business; and Catherine Straight is now
m.e., sports and features. Gowler was promot-

ed last year to senior vp/editor.
Lionheart Newspapers owns the Sun

Newspapers chain of 30 weekly community
papers in the Twin Cities suburbs.

The Minneapolis-St. Paul radio market is
dominated by four broadcasters: Clear Channel
Communications, Infinity Broadcasting, ABC
Radio and Hubbard Broadcasting. The four
companies control nearly 90 percent of the
radio market ad revenue (see Radio Ownership
chart on page 12). Although Radio One's Hip-

Hop outlet KTTB-FM ranks No. 11 among
listeners 12 -plus, the station does not pull in as
much revenue as some lower -ranked stations.

Among some of the changes that have hit
the market this year: Hubbard purchased
WIXK-AM and FM, two automated, simulcast
Country outlets out of Richmond, Wis., and
moved the signal into Minneapolis in order to
launch a new station. While the AM station
remains an automated Country stick out of
Richmond, WIXK-FM was flipped to Talk and
its call letters changed to KSTP-FM. "It is now
one of the nation's first Talk stations aimed at
women," says Joe O'Brien, program director
for sister station KSTP-AM, the market's dom-
inant Talk outlet. "We think the concept is very
sound, now it's up to us to prove it," he says.

Meanwhile, KSTP-AM, along with a num-
ber of other stations in the market, got socked
in the summer Arbitrons, to varying degrees,
thanks to the Twins' remarkable season. The
biggest beneficiary, WCCO-AM, Infinity's
local News/Talk/Sports outlet and the flagship
station of the Twins, saw its 12 -plus share jump
from an 8.7 in the spring to a 10.7. WCCO-
AM also has local radio rights to the NHL's
Wild, while KFAN-AM broadcasts Vikings and
Timberwolves games.

While WCCO-AM was the top -ranked sta-
tion overall in summer ratings, sister station
Classic Rock-formatted KQRS-FM is the mar-
ket's top biller, according to BIA Financial Net-
work, and No. 2 in share overall.

On Jan. 17, ABC flipped its Urban Oldies
outlet WGVX-FM, which had only had the
format for about 10 months, to Album Adult
Alternative. The weak -signaled station is
triplecast with sister stations WGVY-FM and
WGVZ-FM in order to reach the metro area,
says Julie Honebrink, community relations
director for ABC Radio in the Twin Cities.

Clear Channel Outdoor and Viacom Out-
door are the two main competitors in the
Twin Cities' out -of -home advertising market.
Besides offering roughly 500 14 -by -48 -ft.
bulletins, CC is the only company in the mar-
ket offering 30 -sheet poster panels, of which
it has about 1,250. However, Viacom offers
about 180 standard -sized bulletins, as well as
some odd -sizes, including several marquee
positions such as its outdoor marquee outside
the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Air-
port and another outdoor bulletin marquee at
the Mall of America. Viacom also handles ad-
vertising on the approximately 900 Metro
Transit buses serving the market. Augusta,
Ga.-based Fairway Outdoor Advertising off-
ers about 60 bulletins in the market.
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I letters

Circ Growth in Suburban D.C.
your recently published article profil-
ing the Washington, D.C., market
(Mediaweek, Oct. 28) contained a

table that included some accurate but mis-
leading paid circulation figures for the
Potomac News/Manassas journal Messenger.

Based on an Audit Bureau of Cir-
culations County Penetration report for
the 12 months ended Sept. 30, 2000, the
table reflected paid circulation for the
Potomac News/Manassas Journal Messenger
of 14,540 daily and Sunday circulation
totaling 13,533. Those 2 -year -old num-
bers were correct for circulation only in
Prince William County. However, paid
circulation in the cities of Manassas and
Manassas Park, both of which are located
within the geographic boundaries of
Prince William County, was omitted.

According to the most recent annual
ABC audit report, for the 12 months ended
Sept. 30, 2001, combined daily circulation
for the Potomac News/Manassas Journal

Messenger is 20,740, with the Potomac News
at 15,707 Monday-Friday and the Manassas
Journal Messenger at 5,033 for the same
weekdays. The newspapers are combined
for both weekend days and show a
Saturday paid circulation of 19,559 and a
Sunday paid circulation of 19,471.

Further, the newspapers have shown
excellent growth in the past year. Accord-
ing to the ABC Fas-Fax report for the six
months ended Sept. 30, 2002, combined
daily circulation has increased 1,074
copies to 21,814, a 5.2 percent growth
rate. Individually, the Potomac News is at
15,878 and the Manassas Journal Messenger
is at 5,936. For the combined weekend
editions, Saturday circulation is up 1,424
or 7.3 percent to 20,983, and Sunday cir-
culation has grown by 1,001 copies, or 5.1
percent, to 20,472. Of course, it is impor-
tant to note that the Fas-Fax numbers are
as yet unaudited, but as the publisher of
these newspapers, I am confident of the
accuracy of these totals.

I would also point out that The (Prince
William) Daily Journal and the Fairfax
journal and Arlington Journal, along with
another sister publication, the Alexandria
Journal, have been consolidated into one
Monday-Friday paid circulation newspaper
called the Northern Virginia Journal. That
newspaper also distributes free of charge
one day on the weekend. Additionally, the
Journal has severed its relationship with
the Audit Bureau of Circulations and, out-
side of a sworn statement to the U.S.
Postal Service once a year, is an unaudited -
distribution newspaper.

Your assistance in informing your read-
ers of the exceptional growth of the
Potomac News/Manassas Journal Messenger
in its primary market of Prince William
County and the cities of Manassas and
Manassas Park is appreciated.

Mark E. Laskowski
Regional Publisher

Media General Northern Va. Newspapers
Woodbridge, Va.

Taint -LW Ratings/
On July 22, KDKA-TV had one of the country's most successful early fringe newscast

launches ever. As a result, KDKA has once again become the undisputed news leader at
5PM, 5:30PM. 6PM, and 6:30PM.... until the November sweeps began. Both WTAE and WPXI
launched their massive contesting to distort ratings and mislead advertisers. This in spite of
the AAAA's policy condemning such manipulative practices. These stations say their viewers
like contests. If they're really doing it for their viewers then do it all year long.

No market sees such dramatic ratings distortion as Pittsburgh (due to an abundance of
senior citizens who are the biggest players)! TAKE PUNITIVE ACTION IN PITTSBURGH!
To fully inform you we are providing Nielsen ratings illustrating true viewing, because in
November these numbers became dramatically
altered. We challenge both WTAE and
WPXI to compete on a level playing
field, in order to provide clients
with credible audience data. And we
challenge all clients to look at
Pittsburgh and aggressively support
the AAAA's policy.

4PM

5PM

6PM

KDKA-TV
5.8/13

News

8.7/18
News

10.5/21
News

WTAE-TV
4.8/11

Oprah

7.1/15
News

7.7/15
News

WPXI-TV
6.7/15

Judge Judy

7.9/16
News

7.8/15
News

7/22/02 - 10/30/02 Nielsen Overnight Ratings
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If you want to
get inside this house,
we suggest
you use DIRECTV.

DIRECTV delivers an affluent audience to advertisers on over 60

cable networks. How affluent? DIRECTV subscribers have a

median household income of $61,000, well above the national

median of $42,200. And when it comes to sports subscribers, the

median household income jumps to $78,000

Adults 25-54 with an income over $200,000 index 65% higher in

DIRECTV households than in cable households. So if you're

looking to reach television's most affluent viewers where they live,

the smart money is on DIRECTV.

Exclusively represented
for advertiser sales by:

DIRECTV
SONY
PICTURES
TELEVISION

Delivering television's most upscale viewer
02002 DIRECTV®, Inc. DIRECTV®, and the Cyclone Design logo are regi lered trademarks of DIRECTV®. Inc., a unit of Hughes Electronics Corp.
02002 Sony Pictures Television Inc. Alt Rights Reserved.
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or Niche

hell

Ultra -targeted sports
channels are rushing in to

serve the 33 million -sub-
scriber digital cable and

satellite universe. But
some argue that the fine-

tuning of sports television
may be overkill BY TONY CASE

Standback, ESPN. Karate, judo, jujitsu and tae kwon do might not seem broadly appealing enough to sup-
port a 24 -hour cable channel, but the backers of Blackbelt TV are banking that come next spring their nascent network will do
for martial arts what MTV did for the music video and the Food Network did for Emeril Lagasse.

Spoiting a round-the-clock lineup of programming ranging from Thai kickboxing tournaments to reruns of The Karate Kid
(Blackbelt TV says it has built the biggest library of martial arts movies and classic sporting events anywhere, amounting to
more than 15,000 hours of programming), parent Threshold Entertainment expects to get the Los Angeles -based network
into 6 million homes by April Fool's Day. Threshold, the company behind the Mortal Kombat movie and video game franchise,
is bankrolling the channel.

Creating a new cable network: certainly no small feat in this business environment, even as the explosion in digital tech-
nology makes way for specialized networks, thanks to ever-expanding channel capacity. "People would say maybe it's not the
best timing, starting a network in one of the worst advertising markets in years," concedes Blackbelt COO Wesley Hein, who
earlier co-founded Enigma Digital, a radio station network eventually acquired by Clear Channel Communications. "But for
us, it was the best time. If you look at cable right now and what viewers are faced with, they're saying, lim-n, look at all the
neat channels coming out.' But most of those channels are recycled analog content."

Off the record, some pooh-pooh the prospects of Blackbelt TV, pointing out that its top executives-including chairman
Larry Kasanoff, producer of the Mortal Kombat movies and a co-founder, with Titanic and Terminator director James Cameron,
of Lightstorm Entertainment, and president Joshua Wexler, a Mortal Kombat producer-have impressive action -entertainment
experience but have never before built a cable network. The next layer of management at the channel, however, includes sev-
eral cable veterans, including senior vp/programming and acquisitions Paul Presburger, who helped launch Sony's action -
adventure channel AXN at Columbia TriStar International Television. Still others question the viability of a network devot-
ed to kickboxing, kung fu and the like.

Even though Blackbelt TV has yet to announce any distribution agreements, it already has secured commitments from such
deep -pocketed advertisers as the U.S. Marines, General Motors and others hungry to reach the network's natural 18 -to -34 -

ILLUSTRATION BY GIACOMO MARCHES!
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year -old male constituency. As Hein explains: "Six million may seem
small compared to 60 million, but that's a very valuable demographic."

BLACKBELT TV ISN'T THE ONLY newcomer making sales calls. It's
just one in a flock of new sports cable channels aiming to take flight in the
coming months. Others, in various stages of development, include the
Tennis Channel, the Football Network, College Sports Television, the
Ice Channel, a relaunched NBA
TV, and a still -untitled network
devoted to the basketball -soccer-
hockey hybrid lacrosse. The rook-
ies join already established players
such as the Golf Channel, the Out-
door Channel and the Speed
Channel, along with broader -based
sports channels including ESPN
and the regional network of Fox
Sports Net channels.

Is the field getting too crowd-
ed? Hardly, says sports media vet-
eran Neil Pilson, former president
of CBS Sports and now a consul-
tant whose clients include the
International Olympic Commit-
tee, Nascar and the Ice Channel.
"It's simply a case of the 'software'
following the 'hardware',"
explains Pilson. "We have the
opportunity to go from 150 ana-
log channels to 400 or 500 or
1,000 digital cable channels...and we have to come up with the 'soft-
ware,' namely, programming."

As the broadcast nets have locked up rights to major sporting events,
many wonder whether the new channels can ever be anything but ancil-
lary-and whether advertisers will ever come to see them as an essen-
tial part of their media mix. One sports media buyer maintains the
channels will never be a "first media buy." Unless they manage to
attract an overwhelming stable of sporting -equipment manufacturers
out of the gate, the buyer predicts, the services will have a rough time
of it. "The Golf Channel is succeeding because 30 to 40 percent of its
ad revenue comes from manufacturers of golf equipment, and that gives
it a strong base," explains the buyer, who declined to speak for attribu-
tion. The Tennis Channel will need to get tennis racket makers and the
like, who are not traditionally major advertisers, to fund the network. It
will be hard to get some of these companies to spend the money to
make new TV spots just for a smaller digital network."

"Unlike all the other networks,
which do a tremendous job
covering [football] games, we
will start where everybody
else ends." JERRY SOLOMON, TFN

MARTIALED FORCES: The makers of the Mortal Kombat movie and video -
game are bankrolling the planned April 1 launch of Blackbelt TV.

Despite the challenges of budget -conscious advertisers and un-
proven track records-one cable sports exec sniffed, "You have to dis-
tinguish between real businesses and press releases"-the newcomers,
Pilson is convinced, have a fighting chance, even the most "nichey"
ones. "If you reach 300,000 families who are avid figure skating nuts,
your efficiencies are quite strong, even though you're not reaching a
large total number," he contends. "You're reaching the committed."

One strong foundation for any
sports -niche startup is original pro-
gramming, especially sporting
events. "You have to offer live, first -
run and exclusive programming
that people can't get anyplace
else," says Jim Liberatore, presi-
dent of the Charlotte, N.C.-based
Speed Channel. First -run racing
events make up some 20 percent
of the channel's schedule. Libera-
tore predicts the newcomers will
struggle to snag cable distribution,
despite cable operators' increased
capacity-industry estimates put
total digital cable subs at 15.5 mil-
lion, while digital satellite pene-
tration stands at 18 million. "Dis-
tribution will be tough for some of
these guys, because content is still
king," he says.

THE FIRST OF THE NEW
networks expected to hit the court: the Tennis Channel, which is now
prepping for an end -of -year launch (postponed from its originally
planned summer launch). The fledgling service had the good fortune
to land Frank Biondi, CEO of Universal, Viacom, HBO and Columbia
Pictures, as its lead investor. Tennis stars Pete Sampras and Andre
Agassi also have bought equity in the network and agreed to on -air
roles. The Los Angeles -based net already is far beyond other channels
in the works, having inked its first distribution deal, a 15 -year pact with
Time Warner Cable, whose markets include New York, Los Angeles
and Houston. The Tennis Channel also has secured deals with sports
agent LMG and cable channel Comedy Central, which is handling its
affiliate -relations deals with operators and lending marketing support.
Wilson Sporting Goods and equipment manufacturer Prince have
signed up as charter advertisers.

On the programming front, the network-which will devote 4() per-
cent of its schedule to tournaments, 40 percent to instructional programs

and 20 percent to news and personality -oriented
shows-has secured more than 1,000 hours of U.S.
tournaments. Tennis might not have the U.S. Open
and Wimbledon, but viewers can catch such events as
the Kroger St. Jude and Acura Classic, as well as classic
matches (think McEnroe, King and Navratilova). Ten-
nis also has announced its first original series, No
Strings, which promises an "intimate look at the glam-
orous lifestyles of pro tennis players off the court."
Sampras, all-time Grand Slam champ and Tennis
Channel investor, is the subject of the first installment.

David Meister, longtime cable executive and Ten -
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What do you give the advertiser who has everything?
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. Original Programming

Quality Channel
Environment

4500 -Store Retail Promotion

Millions of PrIZeS
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Christmas with
Tony Bennett
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game pieces

hallmark channel
KNOWS WHAT IT TAKES TO

jingle your bells.
Only the fastest growing network* could bring together the world's
premier producer of original television movies & one of America's
largest retailers to deliver the largest basic cable/retail promotion
in history: hallmark keepsake sweepstakes":

on -air, on-line, in-store & in -home
Hallmark Channel creates epic opportunities to associate your
brand with the most valued original programming on television.

With 9 more promotions planned in the next 2 years, this is one
epic story that has only just begun.

For more information on advertising & sponsorships, contact:
Bill Abbott, EVP Advertising Sales: (212) 930-1942.

I CHANNEL

*Source: Nielsen People Meter Sample; Aug'01-Jul'02
Subject to qualifications which will be made availabie upon request. www.hallmarkfortheholidays.com

HALLMARK, HALLMARK GOLD CROWN, and HALLMARK with Crown Device are registered trademarks of Hallmark Licensing, Inc. ©2002. KEEPSAKE ORNAMENT is a registered
trademark of Hallmark Cards, Inc. eBay and the eBay logo are trademarks of eBay Inc. ©Hallmark Licensing, Inc. 2002 ©2002 Crown Media United States. LLC All Rights Reserved



TENNIS, ANYONE? The Tennis Channel's Bellamy (left) and Meister say the concept for
the network has been around for 20 years but that now is the right time to serve it up.

nis Channel chairman/CEO, says the idea for a tennis -based cable
network first started getting tossed around some 20 years ago, when he
was senior vp at HBO in its earliest days, in charge of developing new
channels for the network (Meister established HBO Sports and Cine-
max, was president of Financial News Network and then had a hand in
creating The Sundance Channel for Showtime Networks and Robert
Redford). "It was clear to me at that point that a tennis channel, such
as it might be, was inappropriate for that day and age. The channels we
now take for granted-ESPN, CNN, MTV-were only a year or two
old and there was still a need to build out the cable plant," he explains.

When the Golf Channel was launched in 1995, Meister said, the
idea of a tennis -focused network was revisited once again, but it still
seemed a premature concept. "Cable operators were squeezing addi-
tional channels and hadn't yet evolved to the digital world. As a busi-
ness proposition, they didn't appear to be a strategic partner." The
exec says patience is the key to building any successful cable fran-
chise. "The tennis industry is behind us, and it's also great timing for
the cable industry, which needs broadly appealing channels to help
drive digital."

Meister, like his counterparts at other sports startups, insists his is
a coveted constituency, reeling off stats like, "Twenty-six percent of
tennis watchers earn over $100,000". And like his counterparts, he
doesn't think all emerging sports networks ought to be painted with

Three years ago, "we felt we
couldn't compete with people
who were paying $1 million for
streaming rights to some track-
and-field event." BRIAN BEDOL, CSTV

the same brush, insisting that each has its own unique place,
and its own prospects. "A couple will make it and a couple
won't," he says. Amazingly, many execs deny that their net-
works are "niche," preferring instead to sell their mass
appeal. "Never have you had a talent pool cross into the
mainstream media like this-tennis players are like pop
stars," says Steve Bellamy, Tennis Channel founder and
president, a coach, promoter, tennis -center entrepreneur
and singer -songwriter.

Even a channel as narrowly focused as Blackbelt TV
takes issue with the "niche" label. "The action -entertain-
ment enthusiast may or may not be a fight fan-they may
not be into martial arts, but they love The Matrix and Char-
lie's Angels," says Hein.

THERE'S NO DENYING the massive following for col-
lege athletics-just flip on the broadcast and cable nets any
given weekend during football or basketball season. Still,
some 10 years ago, when the idea of a cable channel devoted
to 24/7 coverage of more than two -dozen college sports was
presented to College Sports Television co-founder/CEO
Brian Bedol, who in the mid -1990s co-founded Classic

Sports Network, now ESPN Classic, he rolled his eyes. But the more
the channel's idea man Chris Bevilacqua, co-founder/executive vp of
New York -based CSTV, talked about the idea, the more excited Bedol
became. "It struck me that college sports had all the qualities that define
a successful network, from available and inexpensive programming to a
very well-defined audience to an extremely focused programming mis-
sion," Bedol says.

Echoing the Tennis Channel's Meister, Bedol says that until three
years ago, the timing for such a channel wasn't right. "The Internet
bubble was still intact," recalls Bedol. "Lots of people were chasing
rights to everything and paying so much silly money. We felt we
couldn't compete with people who were paying a million dollars for
streaming rights to some track-and-field event."

But now the ball is rolling. College Sports Television, which plans
to go live from its 20,000-sq.-ft., street -level base in Manhattan's mam-
moth sports and production facility Chelsea Piers on Feb. 23, has
secured agreements with more than 23 college athletic conferences,
including the Big Ten, Big East and America East. Bedol is mum about
CSTV's distribution and advertising deals ("We don't want to be out
there selling vapor," he says), nor will he talk targets, except to say the
network aims to reach 10 million homes by the end of its first year.

The network also has been somewhat vague about programming
details, announcing only that it plans to carry a mix of sporting events,

studio -based news and talk shows, and documen-
taries. Although the channel will cover a range of
sports, Bedol says some will get more attention than
others. "Like the Olympics, there will be a hierar-
chy," he says, noting the "huge fan base" of football
and basketball. He adds that he and his colleagues,
along with many fans, consider a number of sports-
including baseball, lacrosse, soccer and ice hockey-
to be "underexposed," and that CSTV is determined
to finally give them their due.

Meanwhile, the estimated 150 million U.S. gridiron
fans who suffer withdrawal every off-season are sali-
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Just what you'd expect. Still climbing.

h ust the last year we ve added more than 18 million subscribers And we have commitments

do -ake your message to 57 million homes. Maybe that's why over 100 blue chip advertisers are

Inady on board. To learn more call Rich Goldfarb, SVP, Media Sales at 212.822.8668.

2J02Nielsen Media Research Universe Es imate Tracking Report, October 2001 - October 2002. © 2002 National Geographic Channel.
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AVAILABLE NOW!

THE NEW 2003
EDITOR&PUBLISHER

MARKET GUIDE
With the Exclusive

E&P Better Living Index!

For decades marketers have used the E MARKET GUIDE as a planning
tool and relied on the demographic and economic tables to provide actuals
and remarkably accurate annual projections.

Plus, the MARKET GUIDE is a highly recommended source of relocation
data with its market profiles and quality of life indices, It is this unique com-
bination of quantitative and qualitative data that provides such a uniquely
accurate description of community life.
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vating at the prospect of the Football Network (TFN), which
is working toward a September 2003 launch. TFN president
and veteran sports marketer Jerry Solomon envisions the chan-
nel as "the one place fans can get their year-round football fix."

Solomon, who is married to Olympic ice skater Nancy Ker-
rigan, isn't bothered that the broadcast networks have secured
carriage rights to important games. He sees TFN rather as a
companion to the big boys. "Unlike all the other networks,
which do a tremendous job covering the games, we will start
where everybody else ends," notes Solomon. Furthermore,
TFN won't be "beholden to any league"-a reference to the
National Basketball Association's revamped NBA TV.

While TFN is still nearly a year from its target debut, it
already has some productions under its belt. This season it is
producing Atlantic 10 conference games, and the channel pro-
duced an hourlong special on the 2002 College Football Hall
of Fame induction, which aired on USA Network over the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend. The Hall of Fame special,
Echoes of Glory, lined up ad support from the likes of
videogame maker XBox, Mazda, Geico Insurance and Arm &
Hammer. Solomon is confident about the channel's ad
prospects as well. "Football has such a strong following, peo-
ple have to take us seriously," he says. TFN also has a rela-
tionship with legendary sports announcer Pat Summerall.

Just as CSTV's Bedol thinks certain college sports are overlooked,
Solomon says his network, aside from featuring such expected pro-
gramming as games, news and talk shows, documentaries and movies,
will pay attention to often -slighted amusements such as arena football,
women's football and fantasy football. "About 15 million people play
fantasy football, but there's not a national TV show devoted to it,"
Solomon says.

Terry Kassel, TFN vp/sales and former head of TV sales for Major
League Baseball, says she was so intrigued by the idea of a football -
focused net that she came out of retirement to work on it. Kassel says the
channel even plans to run high school football, giving time back to cable
operators to air regional games. While the network's core demo is men
18-49, Solomon says women won't be overlooked; contrary to popular
perception, he says, they make up 43 percent of football's fan base.

WHILE MOST OF THESE CHANNELS likely will have an over-
whelmingly male following, at least one, the Ice Channel, will cater
mainly to women. One estimate has women accounting for 65 percent
of skating viewers aged 18-49. Aiming to launch next fall in time for
the start of the 2003-2004 figure skating season, the Ice Channel is
just four months in the planning and therefore the least -developed of

"This onslaught, if you will, is
what everybody has always
talked about. It's just taken
longer to materialize than people
expected." DAVID MANOUGIAN, GOLF

FIRE AND ICE: The Ice Channel plans to cover even the tawdry side of skating, such as
the recent Olympics judging scandal affecting Canadians Jamie Sale and David Pelletier.

the new nets. Although it's still searching for investors and distribu-
tion, its backers say they have little doubt they can attract some of the
same advertisers that have been so loyal to ice skating broadcasts for
years, including Visa, Campbell's Soup and Chevrolet.

At first glance, a channel devoted to ice skating might seem to have
limited appeal, until one considers that 77 million Americans tuned in
to see the ladies figure -skating finals at the Salt Lake City Olympics
earlier this year. "This is not something so niche that you wonder
whether it will work on TV-we know it works on TV," says Ice
Channel executive vp/chief operating officer Jay Rosenstein, a former
vp/programming at CBS Sports. Rosenstein says the channel will even
focus on some of the more tawdry elements of the sport, pointing to
the Salt Lake Olympics judging scandal and the Tonya Harding -Nan-
cy Kerrigan soap opera (he'll have to talk to colleague Solomon to line
up any new interviews with Kerrigan). "The more controversy, the
more interesting the sport becomes," Rosenstein maintains. "I'm not
condoning thuggery or violence, but it happens."

It remains to be seen whether the Ice Channel or any of the arrivistes
can come close to matching the success of such veteran niche networks
as the Golf Channel. Nearly eight years after its launch, the Orlando,
Fla. -based net this year surpassed the critical 50 million -home point,
both cable and satellite. More than 80 percent of subscribers get the

Golf Channel as part of a basic package, and the net-
work expects even greater reach as digital blasts off.

The network's president, David Manougian, says
the sudden wealth of sports networks shouldn't come
as a surprise. "This onslaught, if you will, is what
everybody has always talked about," he says. "It's just
taken longer to materialize than people expected."

What are their prospects in this uncertain media
environment? "These are not the easiest market con-
ditions to [launch a channel]," the exec admits. "But
it's not easy on existing businesses either. It's a tough,
competitive marketplace out there."
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Quicktakes

Guardsmark CEO Ira Lipman decorates ABC's

Wooten with the John Chancellor Award.

AUTHOR DAVID HALBERSTAM, Ben Bradlee,
writer Anna Quindlen and screen star Lauren
Bacall came out to the Pierre Hotel in New
York recently for an intimate dinner in Jim
Wooten's honor. The longtime ABC News
correspondent received the John Chancellor
Award for Excellence in Journalism in a cere-
mony sponsored by private security firm
Guardsmark. Wooten's gritty coverage of
wars and world events from faraway places
apparently hasn't dulled his sense of humor.
Surrounded by friends, family and co-work-
ers, Wooten deadpanned that winning the
award was certainly a step up from the typical
highlight of his week: a decidedly less -than -
personal e-mail from Disney/ABC honcho
Michael Eisner that always begins, "Dear
Colleague,"...Media luminaries and ad -indus-
try folk gathered recently at New York's
Waldorf Astoria, when the Advertising
Council feted NBC president Bob Wright for
his longstanding commitment to public ser-
vice. NBC newsman
Brian Williams intro-
duced the guest of
honor; last year's winner,
former PepsiCo CEO
Roger A. Enrico, pre-
sented the award; and
notable attendees includ-
ed Janet Robinson, pres-
ident of the New York
Tunes Co.; Carole Black
of Lifetime; Walter
Cronkite; and BET'S
Louis Carr...Conde Nast chief Steve Florio
shared the spotlight with singer Phil Collins
at a recent gala at Cipriani's in midtown
Manhattan when the pair received the Spirit

of Life award from City of Hope, a biomedi-
cal research, treatment and educational insti-
tution dedicated to the prevention and cure
of cancer. Florio and Collins have been
extremely active in fund-raising and promot-
ing awareness of the group, recently touring
its facility in Duarte, Calif. Highlights of the
evening included a one -hour concert by
Collins and a fund-raising auction with
designer Isaac Mizrahi presiding over the bid-
ding...On what might have been an
overindulgent weeknight, Esquire editor
David Granger limited himself to one, with
olives, at Esquire's Real Martini Invitational at
downtown Manhattan's Chateau. After all, he
had to introduce David Wondrich, author of
the new book that prompted the party,
Esquire Drinks: An Opinionated dr Irreverent
Guide to Drinking. Wondrich, in turn, emceed

a martini mix -off, with
bartender Albert
Trummer of Town serv-
ing the winning stirrred-
not-shaken recipe: Fill
shaker with cracked ice,
pour in 1 ounce white
vermouth, stir it briefly
and strain it out (you can
discard it). Quickly add
4 ounces gin, stir vigor-
ously and strain into
chilled cocktail glass.

Garnish with an olive. The Esquire crew knew
the event was a hit when Chateau ran out of
martini glasses...New York's WPLJ-FM today
will select the winner of its "Holiday Shop-

lifting Spree" at Saks.
Conceived by Bruce
Goldberg and Todd
Pettengill, producer
and co -host, respective-
ly, of the Contem-
porary station's Scott dr
Todd in the Morning
show, the promo has
drawn extraordinary
interest from other sta-
tions looking to, ahem,
steal the idea, accord-

ing to vp/programming Tom Cuddy. WPLJ
tried to get Saks to partner in the promo,
but the retailer said it's had enough excite-
ment lately, thank you.

The drinks were
on Granger.

Honoree Wright, Williams and Cronkite

Movers
MAGAZINES
Rhona Murphy, previously Dow Jones &
Co.'s managing director for North
America, has been named associate
publisher, director of international sales
at Newsweek...World Publications has
tapped Sarah Galvin, most recently the
pro tour marketing director for the
Women's Tennis Association, as busi-
ness development director in the com-
pany's sports event division, World
Sports & Marketing.

RADIO
Maxine Todd has been named program
director for KHJZ-FM, Infinity Broad-
casting's Smooth Jazz radio station in
Houston. She was most recently pro-
gram director of KOAI-FM, the compa-
ny's Smooth Jazz outlet in Dallas...
Among several appointments in Amer-
ican Urban Radio Networks' entertain-
ment division, Anita Parker -Brown was
promoted to vp of entertainment pro-
gramming, from senior director of affili-
ate relations. And Ron Atkins was pro-
moted to senior director of entertain-
ment programming, from director of
entertainment programming...Rocco
Macri has been named CEO of
Broadcast Manager, the database mar-
keting company he helped found in

1992. He was most recently director of
marketing for Emmis Communications'
three radio stations in New York...At
Clear Channel, Jack Foley was promot-
ed to regional vp of sales for stations in
the Boston trading area, continuing in
his role as director of sales for the
Boston station cluster. Bruce Logan
was promoted to regional vp of pro-
gramming for the Charlotte. N.C., trad-
ing area, adding stations in Statesville,
Waynesville, Ashville and Greensboro,
N.C., and Greenville, S.C., to his current
duties as operations manager for the
company's stations in Greenville. Scott
Johnson was promoted to regional vp of
programming for the Tennessee and
Mississippi trading areas. Johnson will
continue his day-to-day responsibilities
as operations manager for the compa-
ny's stations in Jackson, Miss. Larry
Julius has been named to the new post
of director of sales for the company's
21 stations in Maine. Julius comes to
Clear Channel (continued on page 38)
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Lauren Zalaznick wants watercooler status. Since joining Universal Television Group's Trio as president this
past spring, Zalaznick has launched programming initiatives to establish the emerging digital channel as a
destination for pop -culture enthusiasts.

In her first move to mold the 20 million -subscriber channel, she's scratching regularly scheduled pro-
gramming once a quarter and creating a theme month. April kicked it off with censorship-themed shows,
and August's "Hot Summer Nights" centered on music. December will feel a bit like TV Land with a twist,

with its "Brilliant But Cancelled" theme on critically acclaimed series that failed. The programming lineup will include episodes
of the ill-fated Fox comedy Action; Robert Altman's Gun; Kolchak: Night Stalker, the 1970s inspiration for X -Files; and 1953's
The Ernie Kovacs Show. Original documentaries will also address the theme: Brilliant But Cancelled examines why such shows
fail; The Perfect Pitch looks at how to sell-or not to sell-a series idea; and Face Time features host and media junkie Kurt
Andersen interviewing industry heavies such as CBS Entertainment chief Les Moonves about success and failure in television.
"It's a microcosm of what belongs on Trio regularly," Zalaznick says. "We want to focus on original programming and wrap it
with the best acquired stuff we can get." She is aiming for 70 hours of original programming next year.

For Zalaznick, it seems like all her previous work experience was leading her to this particular place. "When people found
out about this job, everyone said, 'This is the perfect gig for you,'" says the former senior vp of original programming at VH1
and producer of indie film Kids, Safe and the more commercial Zoolender. "Trio is a wonderful melding of everywhere I have
come from-from big movies, the independent world and my seven years at VH1." -Megan Larson
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During our viewing hours, Nick at Nite earned:
 The #2 spot in basic cable delivering more adults 18-49.
 Ten consecutive months of year-to-year ratings growth.

 A 30% ratings increase in 3Q 2002 vs. 2001.
 The #1 spot in basic cable delivering more adults 18-34.

rbiTE' LOVE BEING NUMBER TWO.
(Because if number one is unable to fulfill his or her duties, we will be appointed as number one...

and maybe get a fancy new car and a sparkly tiara.)
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As part of CNN and Cox Communications' "Line to Learning" educational program,
designed to show young people how television news works in the 21st century, Cox
invited Atlanta -area students to the Talk Back Live studios at CNN Center for a live
interactive Web event using the latest broadband technology. (L. to r.) Jennifer Iras,
director national accounts marketing, Turner Network South; Kathy McGinty, Cox
Communications; Jim Robbins, president and CEO, Cox Communications; Ellen East,

Cox Communications; Megan Rock, sales and marketing director, TNS; Jennifer
Reichenbach, vp/national accounts, TNS.

JUST LAST WEEK, 2ACI-I,
YOU WERE WORKING IN THE
MAILROOM. NOW OW YOU
END UP IN THIS OFFICE ?

EASY. I SUGGESTED PUTTING
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
CIRCULATION MAGAZINE ON
OUR BIGGEST CLIENT'S
MEDIA PLAN.

Call Shelagh Daly Miller, Advertising Director, at 212-850-8412. AARP
Rethink 50+

A PUBLICATION OF

AARP

Movers
(continued from page 34) from Light-
ningcast, where he was vp of sales...
Among recent management appoint-
ments at Salem Communications'
Honolulu stations: Rick Innamorato
was named director of programming for
KAIM-FM, KHNR-AM and KHCM-AM.
lnnamorato comes to Salem from Clear
Channel, where he was brand manager
and program director for its radio sta-
tions in San Diego. He replaces Michael
Shishido, who was promoted to creative
director for Salem's stations in Hawaii.
David Serrone has been promoted to
sales manager for the station group,
from account executive...Karl Alonso
Meyer has been promoted to senior vp
of sales for Radio Unica, from senior vp
of new business development for the
Spanish -language network...Bob Bucci
has joined Syndication Solutions as
director of affiliate sales. He had been
associate vp at Medialink.

MEDIA
James Ellis has been named to the
new post of vp of brand management
for Tribune Co. Ellis was previously vp
of creative services for Tribune
Broadcasting.

CABLE TV
Abby Greensfelder was promoted from
director of programming and strategy to
vp, programming and development for
the Discovery Channel. In her new posi-
tion, Greensfelder will oversee schedul-
ing, acquisitions and program develop-
ment. She replaces Dan Salerno, who
was promoted to vp, program planning
for Discovery Networks....Hotelvision
has hired Deirdra Didion as account
manager in its New York office, where
she will be responsible for cultivating
new client relationships and working
with existing advertisers. Didion comes
to Hotelvision from Discovery Commu-
nications, where she was a sales asso-
ciate. New York-based Hotelvision mar-
kets and sells national advertising time
for distribution in some 165,000 hotel
rooms for its ad -supported cable TV
partners, including Biography Channel,
Court TV, CNBC, ESPN Classic, Fox

News, Golf Channel, History Channel
International, MSNBC, The Weather
Channel and Starz.
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Inside Media
NEWS OF THE MARKET

Autos, Movies Help Boost QS Spending
Advertising spending through the third quar-
ter of 2002 increased by 3.8 percent over the
same period last year, fueled by large increas-
es in the automotive, motion picture and
wireless categories, according to Nielsen
Monitor -Plus preliminary figures. These
three categories contributed to an overall
increase of $1.69 billion compared to the
same period last year, Nielsen reported. Ad
spending was up in eight of 11 reported
media, experiencing growth rates of 2 to 10
percent. Local newspapers, bolstered by
political advertising, were up 9.5 percent,
while network TV grew 8 percent and net-
work radio rose more than 7 percent. Media
that experienced ad -spending declines were
syndicated TV (-9 percent), national newspa-
pers (-9 percent) and the Internet (-1 per-
cent). Procter & Gamble and Pfizer both
spent more than 20 percent more on adver-
tising during the first three months, while
DaimlerChrysler (-10 percent) and Johnson
& Johnson (-7 percent) spent less.

Radio Stations Get into Holiday Spirit
Many radio stations are getting into the hol-
iday spirit by flipping to all -Christmas for-
mats, including Clear Channel's Adult
Contemporary outlets WLIT-FM in
Chicago, WASH -FM in Washington and
VVNIC-FM in Detroit, and Beasley
Broadcast Group's WJPT-FM in Fort
Myers, Fla. Sirius Satellite Radio is devoting
one of its channels to "Sirius Sounds of the
Season." Jones Radio Networks' Delilah (7
p.m. to midnight) and The Dave Wingert

Roswell Crash kicked off the
high -scoring Nov. 22 lineup.

Show (midnight to 6 a.m.) have also begun
airing 100 percent -holiday content. Some
markets-Dallas, Milwaukee and Pittsburgh,
to name a few-will have two or more radio
stations playing all -holiday lineups.

BusinessWeak Raises Rate Base
Business Week will increase its rate base in
North America to 970,000 from 950,000
beginning Jan. 1. According to the Audit
Bureau of Circulations report through the
first half of 2002, the McGraw-Hill weekly
carried 977,128 circulation. BusinessWeek's
European and Asian rate bases will remain
the same, at 110,000 and 80,000, respectively.
The last North American rate base increase
was a 50,000 -copy bump in January 2001.

ABC Adds to Radio Disney
ABC has agreed to purchase KMUS-AM in
Tulsa, Okla., from Reunion Broadcasting,
for undisclosed terms. The station will be
the 55th Radio Disney affiliate.

Creative Broadcast Syndicates Americana
Creative Broadcast Consulting has inked a
deal with Americana Entertainment to syn-
dicate This Week in Americana, broadcast on
40 radio stations. Hosted by Nashville radio
veteran Rusty Miller, the one -hour weekly
show features roots -country music and in -
studio guests including Dwight Yoakam,
Kelly Willis, Willie Nelson and Alison
Krauss. Based in Nashville, Americana
Entertainment has produced the show since
1998 through a partnership with Counter -
Point Music Group and Crawford Com-

Original Docs Deliver for Sci Fi

The Sci Fi Channel delivered its highest rating for an orig-
inal special (not including its original movies or minis-
eries) with its Nov. 22 lineup of documentaries sur-
rounding the mysteries and apparent coverups of UFOs
and alien abductions. From 8-11 p.m., USA Networks -
owned Sci Fi scored a 1.7 household rating in its uni-
verse, delivering 1,342,000 viewers. The documentary
The Roswell Crash: Startling New Evidence, hosted by
Bryant Gumbel, delivered a 2.0/1,560,000 viewers from
8-10 p.m., followed by Abduction Diaries, which regis-
tered a 1.1/901,000. The documentaries are designed
to build interest in Sci Fi's original miniseries Taken, pre-
sented by Steven Spielberg, airing tonight at 9 p.m.

Calendar
Cable industry convention Broadband
Plus: The Western Show will be held
Dec. 3-6 at the Anaheim Convention
Center in Anaheim, Calif. For more infor-
mation, visit www.broadbandplus.org.

NYMRAD (New York Market Radio) will
hold its holiday party Dec. 6 from
1-5 p.m. at The World in New York.
Tickets are $100 per person. Contact
Deborah Beagan at 646-254-4493 or
visit www.nymrad.org.

The International Radio & Television
Society Foundation will hold a round-
table breakfast discussion featuring
Leo Hindery Jr., chairman and CEO, YES
Network, Dec. 6 at the Chrysler Building
in New York. Contact: 212-867-6650.

As part of its Advertising & Marketing
101 series, The Ad Club of New York
will present a seminar on broadcast pro-
duction Dec. 10 at its midtown -Manhat-
tan offices. Jon Achar, director of creative
services for ESPN, will be the featured
speaker. For information, visit www.thead-
vertisingclub.com.

International Sport Summit 2003 will be
held Jan. 15-17 at the Marriott Marquis
Hotel in New York. Highlights will include
a global presentation on the Olympic
movement and an examination of doing
business in China. Contact: 301-493-
5500 or e-mail ejksports-@ejkrause.com.

National Association of Television Pro-
gramming Executives will hold its an-
nual conference and exhibition Jan. 20-
23 at the Ernest Morial Convention
Center in New Orleans. Contact: 310-
453-4440, ext. 210.

Magazine Publishers of America and
the American Society of Magazine Edi-
tors will present their lifetime achieve-
ment awards at a black -tie gala to be
held Jan. 29 at New York's Waldorf-Asto-
ria. The honorees will be Ed Lewis,
chairman/CEO of Essence Communica-
tions Partners and former MPA chair-
man, who will receive the Henry John-
son Fisher Award; and Art Cooper, GQ
editor in chief for the past 20 years,
who will be inducted into the ASME Hall
of Fame. Contact: 212-872-3755.
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munications. Based in Chicago, CBC pro-
vides syndication services to clients such as
the National Geographic Channel and Pro
Football Weekly.

Salem Launches Faith Talk Magazine
As a companion to its Talk/reaching radio
stations, Salem Communications, the lead-
ing radio group programming religious and
family-themed formats, announced last
week the launch of Faith Talk magazine. A
cooperative effort between Salem
Publishing, a division of Salem and the
company's radio stations, the initial launch
will reach more than 340,000 people in Los
Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
Dallas, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., and
Washington, D.C. Many of the articles in
the first issue are written by hosts of shows
on Salem stations, including Dr. Walt
Larimore of Focus on the Family and Hang
Hanegraaf of The Bible Answer Man. At least
two issues are planned for 2003. Including
announced transactions, Salem owns and
operates 85 radio stations and the Salem
Radio Network, which syndicates program-
ming on 1,600 radio stations.

Sirius Satellite Restructures Financing
Sirius Satellite Radio recently announced a
broad $1.2 billion financial restructuring
plan aimed at raising an additional
$200 million to keep the company operat-
ing into 2004. In August, the New
York-based company warned investors of
impending bankruptcy if it couldn't obtain

Olive will garnish Cartoon's holiday lineup.

Cartoon to Air Olive
Just in time for the Christmas holiday, the
Emmy-nominated 1999 film Olive, The Other
Reindeer, based on the 1997 book, will have
its cable premiere on Cartoon Network on
Dec. 14 at 8 p.m. Voiced by Drew Barrymore,
Olive is an unusual dog who loves Christmas
and goes the extra mile one year when her
owner. Timmy, loses his holiday spirit, travel-
ing to the North Pole to help out Santa Claus

when one of his reindeer gets injured. Produced by The Simpsons creator Matt Groen-
ing, Olive also features the voice talents of Joe Pantoliano, Ed Asner and Michael Stipe.
Cartoon Network is available in 82.1 million homes.

additional financing. The second company
to launch a 100 -channel subscription radio
service, Sirius had 6,510 subscribers at last
count. XM Satellite Radio, which has
more than 200,000 subscribers, is also
strapped for cash and is seeking financing
to continue operations beyond first quar-
ter of next year.

Syndicated Solutions Adds to Portfolio
Through a strategic affiance with Business
TalkRadio, Syndicated Solutions has taken
on national sales for three of BTR's daily
radio shows. The Ray Lucia Show (noon -3
p.m.), Steve Crowley's American Scene (3-5
p.m.) and Investors Edge with Gary Kalt-
baum (5-7 p.m.) all deal with various
aspects of personal finance. The company

also has partnered with Farm Fresh, LLC
and Tony Tantillo, who appears on several
TV stations across America including
WCBS-TV in New York and KCBS-TV in
Los Angeles, to syndicate a daily short -form
program called The Fresh Grocer, beginning
Jan. 6. Based in Ridgefield, Conn., SSI has
more than 600 affiliates.

NatGeo Adventure Ups Rate Base
National Geographic Adventure will increase
its guaranteed rate base to advertisers by 7
percent to 400,000 from 375,000, beginning
with the February 2003 issue. The 10 -
times -yearly outdoor adventure title, pub-
lished by the National Geographic Society,
was launched in spring 1999 and originally
published bimonthly.

Spot TV's New "Channel"

Erwin Ephron
Partner

Ephron. Papazian
Ephron, Inc

"It was a surprise. I paged through and kept

seeing stuff I always need yesterday, but can't

find. COI market lists for products. Dates of

state primaries. Where to get an up-to-date

school holiday calendar. Even good advice on

media planning (not that I need any).

Careful, TVB. You've been bookmarked."

,1L
ADVERTISER
AGENCY
RESOURCE
CHANNEL
www.tvb.org

Television Bureau of Advertising - Serving America's Television Stations
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OLD ECONOMY NEW ECONOMY NEXT ECONOMY

HOW TO BE A POWER HITTER IN ANY ECONOMY.

Advertising is a powerful business tool in any economic environment.
Consider this: In lean times, competition increases, and it's the companies
who continue to advertise that increase the demand for their products.
These are the survivors, the leaders, the all-stars of branding.

MEK
www.adweek.com
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Most Requested on Ask Jeeves

The following is a report contain-
ing the top TV programs and
movies that garnered the most
questions on www.ask.com for
the week of 11/18.

Top 10 TV Searches

1. The Bachelor

2. Friends

3. Survivor

4. Sponge Bob SquarePants

5. The Simpsons

6. Scrubs

7. CS/

8. Gilmore Girls

9. Smallville

10. Trading Spaces

Top 10 Movie Searches

1. Harry Potter

2. 8 Mile

3. Lord of the Rings

4. Die Another Day

5. Jurassic Park IV

6. Spider -Man

7. Analyze That

8. The Santa Clause 2

9. Femme Fatale

10. Jackass The Movie

Source: Ask Jeeves

The Hollywood Reporter's Box Office
For weekend ending November 24, 2002

THIS
WEEK

1

LAST
WEEK

New

PICTURE

Die Another Day

3 -DAY
WEEKEND

GROSS

47,072,040

DAYS IN
RELEASE

3

TOTAL
GROSS
SALES

47,072,040

2 1 Harry Potter/Chamber of Secrets 42,227,263 10 148,358,831

3 New Friday After Next 13,010,767 3 13,010,767

4 3 The Santa Clause 2 10,210,369 24 94,944,099

5 2 8 Mile 8,620,975 17 97,579,500

6 4 The Ring 7,560,200 38 110,837,875

7 New The Emporer's Club 3,846,780 3 3,846,780

8 6 My Big Fat Greek Wedding 3,657,055 220 204,520,221

9 5 Half Past Dead 3.125,916 10 12,501,542

10 9 Frida 2,369,554 31 12,055,767

Source: The Hollywood Reporter

NE J. _SE
M RK T

WITH RADIO NJ
YOU CAN FILL IN THE BLANKS!

Every week, there are almost 3 million radio listeners in New
Jersey who virtually never turn to stations in New York or
Philadelphia. They listen to Radio NJ. The 66 radio stations
of Radio NJ reach these loyal listeners with timely information
they really want. el7AN,

You can talk to these regular listeners as well as
millions more for extremely
low prices. Call to find
out how affordable and
effective Radio NJ can be.

otetz,oily
Affordable Radio You Can't

Afford To Overlook!

1,14°.

T'..

NJ Broadcasters Association  1-888-NJRADIO  www.njba.com

CULTURE 1 December 2, 2002
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MTV Top 20 U.S. Countdown

Week of 11/18/02

1. Sean Paul "Gimme the Light"

2. Justin Timberlake
"Like I Love You"

3. Enimem "Lose Yourself"

4. Foo Fighters "All My Life"

5. Puddle of Mudd
"She Hates Me"

6. Avril Lavigne "Sk8er Boi"

7. Missy Elliott "Work It"

8. Madonna "Die Another Day"

9. Audioslave "Cochise"

10. Mariah Carey
"Through the Rain -

11 Korn "Alone I Break"

12. Pink "Family Portrait"

13. Good Charlotte
"Lifestyles of the Rich & Famous'

14. Nirvana
"You Know You're Right"

15. Snoop Dogg
"From the Church to the Palace"

16. Paul Oakenfield
"Starry Eyed Surprise"

17. Norah Jones
"Don't Know Why"

18. Carlos Santana/
Michele Branch
"Game of Love"

19. Eve "Satisfaction"

20. Erykah Badu/Common
"Love of My Life"

Source: MTV Online

The Billboard 200

The top -selling albums compiled from a national sample of retail store sales.

THIS
WEEK

1

LAST

WEEK
WEEKS

ON CHART

1

TITLE

The Blueprint 2

ARTIST

Jay -Z

2 1 3 8 Mile Soundtrack

3 1 Under Construction Missy Elliott

4 2 2 Justified Justin Timberlake

5 1 Riot Act Pearl Jam

6 3D TLC

7 4 3 Stripped Christina Aguilera

8 1 Away From the Sun 3 Doors Down

9 7 26 The Enimem Show Enimem

10 5 4 Shaman Santana

Source: Billboard/Soundscan

Modern Rock Tracks

Compiled from a national sample of airplay supplied by Broadcast Data Systems.

THIS
WEEK

LAST

WEEK

WEEKS
ON CHART TITLE ARTIST

1 1 12 All My Life Foo Fighters

2 2 8 You Know You're Right Nirvana

3 3 16 She Hates Me Puddle of Mudd

4 4 13 Bother Stone Sour

5 5 16 Prayer Disturbed

6 6 15 The Zephyr Song Red Hot Chili Peppers

7 7 9 Always Saliva

8 8 19 The Red Chevelle

9 9 8 Cochise Audioslave

10 11 8 No One Knows Queens of the Stone Age

Source: Billboard/Soundscan

CULTURE 2 December 2, 2002
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G4 TV 4 Garners

Top 10 Pre -Orders
1. Legend of Zelda

(GC)

2. Dragon Ball
(PS2)

3. Asheron's Call 2
(PC)

4. Final Fantasy XI
(PS2)

5. Shadowbane
(PC)

6. Brute Force
(XBox)

7. Star Wars: Galaxies
(PC)

8. Tomb Raider: Angel of Dark
(PS2)

9. Steel Battalion
(XBox)

10. Dead OR Alive: XTreme V -Ball
(PS2)

Top 10 Guilty Pleasures
1. Grand Theft Auto ill

2. Conker's Bad Fur Day

3. Dance Dance Revolution

4. Worms

5. Puzzle Fighter

6. Pokemon Snap

7. Deer Hunter 5

8. Super Monkey Ball

9. Sims

10. Samba De Amigo

© 2002 G4 Media, LLC and
EB Games

Nielsen TV Ratings

For the week of November 18-24, 2002

PROGRAM

1. CS/

NETWORK

CBS

2. Friends NBC

3. ER NBC

4. Survivor: Thailand CBS

5. Everybody Loves Raymond CBS

6. CS!: Miami CBS

7. Scrubs NBC

8. Monday Night Football

9. Will & Grace

10. Law & Order

Source: Nielsen Media Research

ABC

NBC

NBC

NIGHT

Thursday

VIEWERS

29.9

Thursday 25.4

Thursday 24.3

Thursday 21.6

Monday 20.8

Monday 20.1

Thursday 19.9

Monday 19.6

Thursday 19.1

Wednesday 19.0

Nielsen/NetRatings AdRelevance

Top 10 Ad Industry Segments (for the week of November 11, 2002)

Company

1 Retail Goods & Services Books

2 Financial Services

3 Retail Goods & Services (Misc.)

4 Retail Good & Services
(Personal Care)

5 Travel Booking Services

6 Financial Services
(Consumer Credit)

7 Retail Goods & Services
(Auctions)

8 Automotive Manufacturers

9 Telecommunications
(ISP & Broadband)

10 Retail Goods & Services
(Flowers & Gifts)

Source: Nielsen/NetRatings AdRelevance

Impressions
(000) Share

2,028,569 8.6%

1,722,659 7.3%

1,617,844 6.9%

1,062,834 4.5%

929,792 3.9%

735,695 3.1%

731,920 3.1%

638,887 2.7%

619,610 2.6%

560,088 2.4%
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EAST

SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month).
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the third Thursday of the current month
for appearance the following month. RATES: $51 per line monthly; $315 per half -inch dis-

play monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
Express accepted. Call Karen Sharkey at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 646-654-5313.

ADVERTISING & MEDIA

Reach NY Executives.
Empire Magazine 212-585-1321

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

A unique way of

BEER
advertising

www.funny-beer.com

 TOWELS!  TOWELS! 
Screen printed towels of all sizes and
weights, with low minimums, and
quick delivery. Lowest prices!
Also patented MATatx® photo towels!
Fur wwo
COmPRESSED
BEACH Tawas

- -11.1-

PAKTITES COMPRESSED T-SHIRTS!

This PAKTrre is an
Extra -Large, Heavy-
weight T -Shirt!
Many stock & custom
shapes available. Great
for GWP's, Tradeshow
Giveaways, & On -Pack
Promotions. Include
coupons. catalogs, & event
schedules inside package,.

0000 3 Strikes Activation
7h. 203 -3S9-4 -559 I ' 201-15 9-2187

e -mail: customerservir:B43strikes.com
website: www.3strikes.com

www.nexuspromotlons.com
LiteCubes distributor, Coach Leather,

Kosta Boda, Cross Pens, All Holiday Gifts.
Fleece, Calendars, Bags 718-305-2720

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

invasion
GRAPHICS

INVISION GRAPHICS offers the
most creative and dynamic graphic
concepts from start to finish.

WEB DESIGN
COMPANY PRESENCE

CAMERA READY ART

ADVERTISING
Call STEVE At: 718-544-7670

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

)i.Enablers
At Freelance Advancers, we're artists and writers ourselves...

Who better to place quality creatives in premier freelance and staff positions?
Our personal attention enables the best matches - and has since 1987.

So call, e-mail or fax us today: We're putting our talent to work!

)Graphic Designers

Production Artists (Traditional / Digital)

Art Directors / Creative Directors

Copywriters / Editors / Proofreaders

....&Trafficking / Project Management

Pre -Press / Print Production

4Q1lustrators (Traditional / Digital)

A. Web Site Development ...and more!

1 Freelance Advancers (212)66140900
,A. 420 Lexington Avenue, Suite 2007 New York, NY 10170

www.freelameadvancers.com info@freetanceadvancers.com

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

www.workIngdialogue.com

ART DIRECTION

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

Push the right buttons. 212.213.5333
dickgri d e r. co rn

BRAND DISTRIBUTION

Improve your brand distribution with
supermarkets, drug chains and

mass merchandisers. Call 516-465-4463.

BRAND NAMES

Ace Banner Flag & Graphics
One Banner or Hundreds

Any Process. Any Size Large Format Digital
www.acebanner.com

212-620-9111 Since 1916

COPY/CREATIVE

vnvw.CreativeCopywriter.com
732.571.9672

COPYWRITING

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. (212) 724-8610.

I write, customers read. 212-439-1845

Tagline Assassins. $$$. No hit, no pay.
Info.zeitgeist@verizon.net

This freelancer works! 212-679-0609.

COPYWRITING

Writing. Editing. Clarity.
steveboyar@aol.com. 212-721-8705.

DIRECTORIES

Worid's Best Outdoors & Sports Directory

Outdoors Yellow Pages
www.outdoorsyp.com (888) 386-8600

GOLF PROMOTIONS

Speakers, PGA TOUR, LPGA, Celebrities
golfpodium.com / 561-776-9112

INDEPENDENT SALES REPS

SALES SOLVED. 212-585-1321

ADWEEK can offer you the exposure

you need in our Services & Resources

section. If you need to get your service

out to the people who matter, you need

to advertise now.

Call for info

INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for
advertising & media firms.

Our rates are the most
competitive in the industry!

 Advertiser's Professional Liability

 Property & Liability Coverage

 Life & Disability Insurance

 Group Health, Dental & Pensions

 Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur

 Coverage for Freelancers too!

E-mail Adam Wolfson for a quotation'
awolfson@globalcoverage.net

Global Coverage, Inc.

MARKETING SERVICES

HEALTHCARE ADVERTISING SPECIALIST

To the Consumer. To the Trade. To the Point.
David Upright: 973.726.9655

d u p right@earth link. net

MEDIA BUYING & TRAINING

www.mediabuyingacademy.com

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING

Newspaper Planning/Buying
Display; Classified; RFP Ads; FSI

15 Years Exp./Excellent References
888-374-7874

krussell@russell-gordon.com

TRP MEDIA INC. COM
Planning/Buying TV, Radio & orint

at commissions as low as 4 l/2%!!!
Call Herman 972.306.9672
herman@trpmediainc.com

PRINTING

John Zap Printing, Inc.
"ft Newsletters, Books. Magazines

Quality, On -time, Cost Effective
Web & Sheet Fed Printing

V-212.255.7191 & F-212.255.7193

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

RADIO COMMERCIALS

www.graffica.com (212) 675 8628 Write the first time. 914.419.2639

1-800-7-ADWEEK
Need good radio copy? 718-591-2043
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EAST SERVICES & RESOURCES

RADIO COMMERCIALS

The other guys charge a fortune
to cover the cost of their big space ads.

Our Clio -winning Productions sound
great, too. But when you hear our prices,

they sound unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds almost too good to be true.

www.kenrayzor.com

www.killerradio.net

RADIO PRODUCTION

Killer Radio!
www.kenrayzor.com  (888) KRSound

BedderSark); "Egg Radio at its best
323.969.9767  www.sarley.com

spanishradiospots.com

we write
we polish

we produce

Killer Radio
www.kenrayzor.com  (888) KRSound

BE A DOER
Advertise in ADWEEK classi-
fieds, and you'll be rewarded
with responses. And maybe
more than that. Be a mover
and a shaker with ADWEEK
classifieds. Call NOW!

Call
1-800-7-ADWEEK

RADIO PRODUCTION

If

Your hate for radio lust turned to mild dislike.

Visit our new studios.
r* Oink Ink Radio

SluDIOS
',menu SO ett Aid Ficwr
w York. NY 10001

RADIO PRODUCTION

"You talk to us.
We listen.

We talk to them.
They buy from you.

Nice how it works out, huh?"

THE I alai] RANCH
Phone 323-462-4966 / doranch@aol.com

RADIO PRODUCTION

WADIO:
RADIO'S
ANNOYINGLY

TALENTED

COUSIN.
www.wadio. corn

WorldWicieWadio
H O L L Y WOOD

LA: 323 957 3399  81: 212 768 9717

TRAFFIC/BROADCAST

Traffic troubles? My Traffic Dept. provides
free broadcast traffic mgmt. for some of the

world's largest advertisers. Call Bob at
201 947 0871 rkurtzer@mytrafficdept.com

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TURN CLIENT CONTACTS

INTO REVENUE.

NY creative ad agency will pay handsome
commissions for every new client win from
your introduction. Confidential.Be part of its
rapid growth. Could lead to a full time
position. Contact: dmcworldwide.com

OFFICE SPACE

Great looking, award winning space
available near Park Ave./20's. Fully
wired with T1 access. Up to three
private offices and 12 work stations.
Approximately 2500 sq. ft. Private
entrance with shared resources avail-
able. Please email your interest at

ebiz2100@hotmail.com

EMPLOYMENT

ACCT & MEDIA
Full Svce Mar -Comm Shop,

Albany, NY

Consumer & B2B

www.mlinc.com

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK.

EMPLOYMENT

to-rrzirli
Account Positions / The Blues

WGBH is looking for a National Account Director and an Associate Account Director
to work with the exclusive corporate sponsor of a multi -faceted project on the
blues. The account positions will be responsible for orchestrating all elements of
the sponsorship on the client's behalf, including a presence at concerts, grass
roots music festivals, a PBS broadcast, a radio series, and more.

Candidates must thrive in a fast -paced and challenging environment. Experience
in advertising, event promotions and fully integrated marketing campaigns is es-
sential. A background in creative product marketing is necessary, as is experience
in event marketing. An affinity for the blues is preferred.

The National Account Director must have 8-10 years experience.
The Associate Account Director must have 3-5 years experience.
These positions include significant travel, and are expected to last 12-15 months.

Please send your resume and a cover letter to:

WGBH
Human Resources

125 Western Avenue, Boston. MA 02134

Catch A Creative Genius With Adweek Classified No Calls Please EOE
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HELP WANTED

Media Director

We are a $50m agency, expanding and growing, in search of a
Media Director for our New York Tri-State area office. We are
seeking an experienced team player that can handle media and
client relations for our national clients.

Person should have experience in broadcast and print media
negotiations - planning and buying - with emphasis in developing
promotional and value-added programs that enhance the client's
communication plans. Position also requires the person to work
together with client's partners in the development of co -branded
and coop retail programs.

We would like to know more about you if you
 Have an entrepreneurial spirit,
 Can work hard with limited supervision
 Can interface with different groups and handle multiple tasks
 Have a passion for marketing and advertising
 Understand the importance of delivering a consistent message
across many mediums
 Are a focused strategic individual with a desire to have impact
and make a difference

Competitive compensation commensurate with experience and
qualifications.

Contact us via email...mediadirector@spotlinkmarketing.com or
via mail at... SPOTLink, Attn: Media Director Search, 113
Pavonia Avenue #366, Jersey City, NJ 07310-1756

Writer,
teacher,
mentor,
leader,

administrator,
visionary,

corporate wizard
poet.

ector

All inquiries should be sent to: peter.ceccarelli@eddiebauer.com
fax# 425.755.4647

Put Your Business
Development Expertise

On The Fast Track.
MTA Metro -North Railroad, one of the nation's most

advanced and progressive railroads, has an
excellent opportunity for a Manager - Corporate

Alliances and Development. In this key role, you will lead Metro -North's business development
efforts in creating new products, services and projects toward increasing ridership, revenues.
and enhancing the overall customer experience.

You will champion development of new products and services at stations and on boars trains.

You will formulate, manage and coordinate implementation of joint station development
initiatives while developing and cultivating public/private partnership investments with multi -
modal transportation benefits. Lead business negotiations, financial analysis and collaborate
with multi -department teams in effecting projects and agreements.

REQUIREMENTS:
 Minimum five (5) years progressively more complex business development, new products
and services launches, marketing, real estate planning and/or investment experience:
plus, minimum three (3) years experience managing a professional staff.

 Solid marketing/development experience in consumer products and/or transportation including

advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and program execution.
 Demonstrated experience in strategy development, investment decision making, and leading

high-level, multi -party negotiations.
 Ability to leverage corporate assets to achieve Agency objectives is essential.
 Public/private partnership experience preferred.
 Excellent project management, analytical, organizational skills, business acumen, political

savvy, and PC skills.
 Excellent oral, written and presentation skills.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
 Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration, Finance, Economics, Transportation, Marketing,

RegionaVUrban Planning or Public Policy.
 Master's Degree strongly preferred.

We offer a competitive salary and an excellert benefits package. Please send resume
with salary history and requirements to: MTA Metro -North Railroad, Employment Office,
4th Floor, Attn: CC, 347 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017 or Fax: 212-340-4970.

CORPORATE ALLIANCES AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER-

I

1) Metro -North Railroad Going your way
MTA Metro -North Railroad is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Also see us on the Worldwide Web at: wwwmtainfo

rIIIIII1 III11111111111:111111E1111111H1111111LE111111111111

MEDIA DIRECTOR
Outdoor Life Network, the fast growing Cable TV network devoted to outdoor
adventure and leisure recreation, seeks a media planning professional with agency
experience. The position will report to the VP of Marketing and have the primary
responsibility for the planning, budgeting and sourcing of all paid media as well as
the on -and -off air network promotions. Must have proven abilities in the areas of:
negotiations, team work, resourcefulness, adaptability and project management.
Previous supervisory experience helpful. We offer excellent growth potential.
Please send cover letter and resume to:

Outdoor Life Network, Two Stamford Plaza,
281 Tresser Blvd. 9th Floor, Stamford, CT 06901,
Attn: Valerie A. Nanni, or
E-mail: human_resources@olntv.com OE
Subject: Media Director
No Phone Calls Please EOE WF/DN Outdoor Life Network

SM

111111111H 111111111111111H1111111411111111111111111111111

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO
GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
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HELP WANTED

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Alloy, Inc. seeks a Creative Director in
our NY offices for design strategy & ex-
ecution for 3rd party engagements won
by Alloy Design.

Responsibilities: refine Alloy Design's
brand discovery & launch process, in-
cluding all supporting documentation;
guide production & design staff to ensure
that all brand treatments meet client
standards; develop deliverables w/ mini-
mal direction from clients; work internally
with Prod. Dir., Sr. Designer & Acct Mngr
thru concept & design phase. Must: artic-
ulate strong vision for design team in-
cluding values & strategies, overall project
direction; develop cutting edge creative
concepts for site development; facilitate
articulation of client's business re-
quirements & online goals, then translate
them into innovative & aesthetic online
experiences; liaise btwn client & sales
supervisor & client and design-
ers/technology staff.

Reqs: ability to understand marketing
communication objectives & assist in the
strategic solution; experience in online &
offline brand development & the ability to
generate strong concepts based on
brand and business objectives. Must:
have experience in creative dept. at an
interactive agency, have successfully di-
rected/managed teams in the production
of multi -media products including Web
sites, have a solid understanding of the
process of web production, the ability to
communicate effectively in written form:
design documents, flow charts, etc.

Please submit resumes, with salary
requirements to jobs@alloy.com or
fax to 212-244-4307.

Alloy, Inc.
r

ADWEEK
BRANDWEEK
MEDIAWEEK

CATEGORY

'FREQUENCY: 2x 4x
MORE: (Specify)

'Not applicable to Advertising Services Categories

AD COPY (Attached additional sheet if needed)

NAME
PHONE

L

MEDIA BUYER
Harmelin Media is seeking a media
buyer with a minimum of 3 years' print
buying experience, to work on a variety
of local, regional and national accounts.
Broadcast buying experience is a plus.
The salary is commensurate with your
experience, and we offer an excellent
benefits package. Philadelphia area.

Please send resume to:
jharlacher@harmelin.com

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS?

Need Information about a subscrip-

tion to ADWEEK, BRANDWEEK. or

MEDIAWEEK? For fast service, call

our subscriber hotline TOLL FREE:

1-800-722-6658

ADWEEK ONLINE:
FINDING THE RIGHT EMPLOYER JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT FASTER

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified Online at adweek.com, the most
comprehensive and most up-to-date source of advertising, market-
ing and media positions, has several new features that will help you
streamline and target your search:

 Instant e-mail responses. Just by clicking on an email link that
appears in many online ads, you can send your resume,
cover letter, and other material in seconds to a prospective
employer. And this means to confidential ads, too!

 Visit an employer's web page. Many online ads have a direct link
to the company's website, so you can learn more about them fast.

 Direct links to the ADWEEK MAGAZINES Archives. Just by
clicking on the company's name, subscribers to ADWEEK Online's
premium services can search the Adweek, Brandweek,
Mediaweek, and MC archives for news and features about an
employer. The more you know, the smarter you' II search.

VISIT ADWEEK.COM
In print and online,

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified is
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Service Upgrades
Challenged by new lifestyle titles, women's service
magazines are changing with the times BY AIMEE DEEKEN

FOR DECADES, THE WOMEN'S SERVICE CATEGORY WENT UNCHALLENGED. AS FIELD

guides to homemaking, titles such as Hearst Magazines' 4.7 million -cir-

culation Good Housekeeping and Meredith Corp.'s 4.1 million-circ Ladies'

Home Journal commanded a powerful block of readers and were integ-

ral to any advertiser seeking mass reach.
Though each title possessed its own DNA,
the group as a whole (which also includes
Hearst's Redbook and G+J USA Publishing's
Family Circle) became known as the Seven
Sisters. While some Sisters prospered more
than others, the genre was basically secure.

But over the past five years, a new crop of
magazines targeting the same group of readers
has joined the fray. Lifestyle magazines, includ-
ing the 2.3 million -circulation Martha Stewart

"Now, many advertisers are buying all the
lifestyle [magazines] and adding one women's
service title-it was the reverse a few years
ago," says Steve Lerch, vp/print media manag-
er at Campbell Mithun.

"The reason these new 'lifestyle' magazines
are catching on is that they really are just con-
temporary service magazines," says Rick Jones,
managing partner of the Douglas/Jones Group,
a marketing services firm. "For traditional serv-
ice titles, the challenge is to reinvent themselves

2002 PERFORMANCE OF WOMEN'S SERVICE MAGAZINES
PAID CIRCULATION

(1st half 2002)

%CHANGE

(vs. 1st half 2001)

2002 AD PAGES CHANGE

(vs.(vs. '01)

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS (MEREDITH) 7.6 MILLION FLAT 1,911 +5.9%

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (HEARST) 4.7 MILLION +3.8% 1,540 -2.0%
FAMILY CIRCLE (G+J USA) 4.7 MILLION -6.6% 1,331 +3.0%

WOMAN'S DAY (HACHETTE) 4.2 MILLION +2.8% 1,489 -6.5%
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL (MEREDITH) 4.1 MILLION FLAT 1,215 -0.4%
REDBOOK (HEARST) 2.4 MILLION +3.5% 1,263 -1.0%

SOURCES: AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS, MEDIAWEEK MONITOR

Living, the 2.3 million-circ 0, The Oprah Mag-
azine, published by Hearst and Oprah Winfrey;
Time Inc.'s 1 million-circ Real Simple; and
Hearst's 500,000-circ Lifetime, set to launch
next spring, have essentially put a modern spin
on service and in the process have made the old
standbys seem a bit worn around the edges.

As the new entries have gained momentum
in both circulation and advertising, figures for
some Sister titles have softened (see chart). G+J
gave up on the concept of traditional women's
service entirely, partnering last year with Rosie
O'Donnell to transform the 125 -year -old
McCall's into the lifestyle title Rosie, now de-
funct. The demise of McCall's marked the end
of the Seven Sisters' sorority and the beginning
of a new era in women's publishing.

for the next generation of customers."
The service magazines have recognized the

need for change. Several have installed new edi-
tors and publishers, and a number of redesigns
are in the works. Good Housekeeping and Mered-
ith's Better Homes and Gardens recently intro-
duced changes to their editorial mix. LHJ and
Woman's Day, published by Hachette Filipacchi
Media, will unveil new looks in March.

"The introduction of women's lifestyle has
been a major impetus to modernize," acknowl-
edges Laura Klein, Woman's Day vp/publisher.
"Women want a more beautiful, more indul-
gent environment."

The oldest of the service titles, the 119 -
year -old LHJ, will undergo the most dramatic
changes. In July, Meredith tapped former

Hearst corporate editor Diane Salvatore as
LHJ's first new editor in 21 years. While the
monthly will continue to cover staples such as
food and fashion, Salvatore will increase LH7s
family focus with coverage of home entertain-
ment and family -friendly fashion. "The revital-
ized editorial is organized around the heart,
home and family," says Salvatore. "The woman
[is] shown in the context of how she lives her
life within her family connections." LHJ will
continue to do the journalistic, news -based
pieces it's known for, Salvatore notes.

Last week, Salvatore shook up her editorial
team, hiring four new staffers including a pho-
tography director and a fashion/beauty direc-
tor, a new post. Readers will see the first
changes in the January issue, which will intro-
duce a heavier, glossy paper stock and more -
sophisticated photography.

Woman's Day also will add more upscale
photography, a heavier paper stock and a half -
inch -wider trim size with its March edition.
"The issue is how to modernize service, mak-
ing it more interactive, with new depart-
ments," explains Jane Chesnutt, WD editor in
chief. "You have to adapt to what the reader
wants-something
livelier, more mod-
ern fashion-while
remaining a strong
service magazine."

The changes at
66 -year -old WD
come at a crucial
time. This year, WD's
ad pages were the
hardest hit of the
women's service titles,
down 6.5 percent ov-
er 2001, reports the
Mediaweek Monitor.

Meanwhile, the 118 -year -old GH this fall
gave its consumer -product sections Real Deals
and Heads Up! a more newsy feel. The con-
sumer trends section, Better Way-previously
a two-color department on newsprint in the
back of the book-was moved up front and
renamed Extra! Extra! The section, now four-
color, is printed on regular GH paper stock.

Over at BHG, editor Karol DeWulf Nick-
ell in the October issue took the wraps off a
more intimate, homey approach, adding more
personal stories and introducing Better Living,
which profiles a family who improved their
home life. "It's more about the emotional side
of living, not just about their cabinets and stone

Salvatore: Overseein

a makeover at LHJ
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floor," Nickell says. Early next year, Nickell will
add Real Time Gatherings, featuring photos
taken by readers, and Local Flavors, which will
seek out the best regional foods.

In addition to McCall's disastrous transfor-
mation into Rosie, other women's service titles
have made changes in response to the lifestyle
boom, with mixed results. Two years ago, 70 -
year -old Family Circle (which publishes 15
issues yearly) upgraded its paper, boosted its
trim size and introduced new editorial ele-
ments. FCs paid circulation fell 6.6 percent to
4.7 million in the first half of this year com-
pared to 2001, according to ABC. The tide's ad
pages grew 3 percent this year, to 1,331.

Perhaps the most drastic modernization
effort has come at Redbook. Almost 5 years ago,
the 99 -year -old Hearst monthly narrowed its
focus and began targeting women 25-34. Red -
book's covers feature younger, sexier celebrities,
and the book has added sections featuring rela-
tionships, beauty and health. "You have to fill
consumer needs and change as women
change," says Redbook publisher Jayne Jamison.
Redbook's efforts have largely paid off. Last Jan-
uary, the monthly raised its circulation rate base
by 100,000, to 2.35 million.

While many service titles are undergoing
significant changes, nothing is being reinvent-
ed here. "There's no such thing as a brand new
idea -it's about building and making it better,"
says Susan Ungaro, FC editor in chief. "If you
look at 0, Real Simple, Martha [Stewart Living],
you see a lot of common threads. The 'Little
Sisters' are doing things the 'Big Sisters' have
done for ages."

Mediaweek Ma
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azine Monitor

NEWS/BUSINESS

ISSUE CURRENT

DATE PAGES

ISSUE DATE

LAST YEAR

PAGES

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

YTO

PAGES

YID

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

BusinessWeekx 2 -Dec 76.32 3 -Dec 67.36 13.30% 3,034.23 3,519.02 -13.78%
The Economist 23 -Nov 47.00 24 -Nov 47.00 0.00% 2,102.00 2,400.50 -12.43%
NewsweekE0( 2 -Dec 56.12 3 -Dec 32.95 70.32% 1,766.46 1,682.38 5.00%
The New Republic4/0 2 -Dec 8.08 3 -Dec 7.42 8.89% 339.17 430.90 -21.29%
Timeux 2 -Dec 54.78 3 -Dec 43.24 26.69% 2,119.88 2,174.96 -2.53%
U.S. News & World Report 2 -Dec 28.07 3 -Dec 25.35 10.73% 1,338.03 1,300.94 2.85%
The Weekly Standard 9 -Dec 9.33 10 -Dec 10.70 -12.80% 421.12 425.35 -0.99%
Category Total 279.70 234.02 19.52% 11,120.89 11,934.05 -6.81%

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 2 -Dec 22.86 3 -Dec 23.14 -1.21% 1,107.49 1,330.59 -16.77%
Entertainment Weekly' 29 -Nov 58.18 30 -Nov 42.53 36.80% 1,724.40 1,690.27 2.02%
Golf World 29 -Nov 17.81 NO ISSUE N.A. 1,234.35 1,084.67 13.80%
New York4 2 -Dec 54.00 3 -Dec 47.20 14.41% 2,337.00 2,545.50 -8.19%
PeopleX/2/S 2 -Dec 110.00 3 -Dec 77.09 42.69% 3,354.87 3,367.12 -0.36%
The Sporting News 2 -Dec 13.50 3 -Dec 11.50 17.39% 694.77 566.76 22.59%
Sports Illustrated 2 -Dec 41.78 3 -Dec 48.79 -14.37% 2,291.85 2,214.09 3.51%
The New Yorker 2 -Dec 51.94 3 -Dec 38.24 35.83% 2,037.44 1,978.41 2.98%
Time Out New York' 27 -Nov 67.63 28 -Nov 73.06 -7.44% 3,319.35 3,230.31 2.76%
N Guide 30 -Nov 52.63 1 -Dec 41.37 27.22% 2,290.19 2,632.05 -12.99%
Us Weekly3/D 2 -Dec 48.73 NO ISSUE N.A. 988.48 872.75 13.26%
Category Total 539.06 402.92 33.79% 21,380.19 21,512.52 -0.62%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
American Profile 1 -Dec 11.98 2 -Dec 8.60 39.30% 427.54 403.34 6.00%
Parade 1 -Dec 19.14 2 -Dec 15.08 26.92% 613.75 581.02 5.63%
USA Weekend DID NOT REPORT 564.92 528.59 6.87%
Category Total 31,12 23.68 31.42% 1,606.21 1,512.95 6.16%
TOTALS 849.88 660.62 28.65% 34,107.29 34,959.52 -2.44%
D=2002 double issue: E=estimated page counts; S=2002 Sexiest Man special issue; X=YTD 2001 includes an out -of -cycle issue: 2=two
fewer issues in 2002 than in 2001; 3=three fewer issues in 2002; 4=four fewer issues in 2002; +=one more issue in 2002

BIWEEKLIES December 2, 2002

ISSUE CURRENT
DATE PAGES

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT

ISSUE DATE

LAST YEAR
PAGES

LAST YEAR
PERCENT
CHANGE

YTO
PAGES

YID
LAST YEAR

PERCENT
CHANGE

ESPN The Magazine 9 -Dec 75.59 10 -Dec 58.82 28.51% 1,386.63 1,246.12 11.28%
Forbes2 25 -Nov 179.92 26 -Nov 146.00 23.23% 3,117.81 3,462.46 -9.95%
Fortune 25 -Nov 141.46 26 -Nov 171.79 -17.66% 3,047.46 3,731.19 -18.32%
National Review 23 -Dec 12.08 17 -Dec 19.41 -37.77% 356.19 456.91 -22.04%
Rolling StoneD 12 -Dec 77.37 6 -Dec 101.76 -23.97% 1,443.96 1,452.24 0.57%
CATEGORY TOTAL 486.42 497.78 -2.28% 9,352.05 10,348.92 -9.63%

0=2001 double issue; 2=two fewer issues in 2002 than in 2001 CHARTS COMPILED BY AIMEE DEEKEN

Joe Mel' Publications Manager, In Touch Weekly

Q. Why do consumers need another celebrity magazine? A. If you see the success of our competitors (People and
Us Weekly), it shows there is some room in that space. We felt that if we put some key points of differentiation
to it, it would be a successful model. Q. What are some of those differentiation points? 'In Touch' actually looks a
lot like 'People'. A. That's a great compliment. But we are a quicker read, and the pieces of information we give
are only positive. Gossip has such negative connotations, so we try not to [focus on that]. We do celebrity report-
ing. Q. 'In Touch' launched in late October with a cover price of $1.99 and a print run of 1.2 million copies, most

of which are targeted for newsstand sales. Why have such a concerted newsstand effort at a time when single copies are such a diffi-
cult sale? A. Bauer Publishing is a newsstand -sales specialist. We sell 1.6 million copies of Women's World a week and sell 1.2 mil-
lion copies of First For Women (17 times yearly) on newsstand. Those are two huge magazines that have helped us understand and
leverage their success experiences into our future books. We're taking a look at those business models and positioning In Touch to
succeed as its predecessors have. Q. How has 'In Touch' performed so far? A. The most I can say is, I'd be willing to bet that we are
happily covering our 250,000 rate base. Q. 'In Touch' has been getting a rep for heavy ad -rate discounts. Fair statement? A. We're look-
ing to develop long-term relationships with many key advertisers in several different categories -automotive, health, fashion and con-
sumer electronics. We've tried different strategies in attempting to initiate these relationships. Q. Given your job, you must be a celebri-
ty junkie. Who is your obsession these days? A. I'm a big fan of J. Lo and Ben Affleck. I'd like to see them have a successful relationship.
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At Deadline
(continued from page 3) showing that many companies plan
to reduce national -TV ad spending but increase their use of
product placement in response to personal video recorders,
which make ad -skipping easy. The study concluded PVR use
will result in a $7 billion decline in ad spending by 2007.

 TIME INC. MAY SHIFT WEB CONTENT TO AOL
Time Inc. and corporate -sibling America Online are exploring a
new arrangement that could soon shift content from the mag-
azine publisher's free Web sites onto the online service. Pre-
liminary discussions have focused largely on providing AOL's
35 million subscribers with exclusive access to People, Teen
People and Entertainment Weekly; a system may also be
worked out to provide access to magazine subscribers who
do not use the AOL service. Details of the plan will be out-
lined on Dec. 3 to analysts and investors as part of a larger
presentation on AOL. Time Inc. publishers are generally warm
to the idea of content sharing. "There is an opportunity for
AOL to use our content," said People president Peter Bauer.
"And while our Web site has done very well, there's no guar-
antee it will continue to do well, because the advertising ele-
ment is fairly uncertain." People.com had only been available
on the AOL service for two years, beginning in 1998, before
moving back onto the Internet. While other Time Inc. titles
may also sign on, Sports Illustrated will likely keep its Web
site intact, given AOL's relationship with CBS' Sportsline. The
discussions are part of a renewed effort to find corporate
synergy between America Online and Time Inc.; their relation-
ship soured following the 2001 AOL-Time Warner merger,
with each entity having grown deeply suspicious and critical
of the other.

 CABLE RATE HIKES ANGER CONSUMER GROUP
Consumers Union last week blasted major cable companies
for what it called "a sort of annual holiday tradition"-sub-
scriber rate hikes. The lobby group said Cablevision, AT&T
Broadband, Comcast and Time Warner Cable have announced
rate increases ranging from 3.5 percent to 7.8 percent. Con-
sumers Union called the increases part of "a troubling trend."
The National Cable & Telecommunications Association said
Consumers Union distorted or overlooked facts including
increased cost for programming. It said cable "remains the
best consumer value."

 LIFETIME, VH1 RATINGS RISE; TBS FALTERS
Lifetime's solid ratings may turn it into the top -rated cable
network for a second calendar year in a row. Lifetime has
grown 5 percent to a 2.1 prime -time household rating (1.7
million homes) year-to-date. During the November sweeps,
Lifetime scored a 1.8 prime -time household rating (1.5 mil-
lion homes). After suffering a drop in audience level this year,
VH1 experienced a solid ratings bump in November, with
prime -time household ratings up 33 percent over the same
period last year to a 0.4. Meanwhile, TBS Superstation's
average prime -time ratings, which have been dropping all
year, plunged 30 percent in November to a 1.4.

 CBS' ROSS ASSEMBLES NEW SALES TEAM
CBS sales president JoAnn Ross has promoted Chris Simon
to executive vp of sales, where he will serve as her next -in -
command and oversee sales for all dayparts. Simon was pre-
viously senior vp in charge of prime -time sales, a post that
will now be filled by Linda Rene, previously vp of prime -time
sales. Simon worked as a buyer with several agencies before
joining CNBC in 1988. He spent five years with USA Networks
and joined CBS in 1994. Replacing Rene is Matt Steinfeld, a
17 -year veteran at CBS sales. John Bogusz, previously senior
vp of daytime sales, was tapped to replace the recently
departed Scott McGraw as executive vp of sports sales.
Jared Zerman, a prime -time account executive, replaces
Bogusz in the daytime post.

 BROADCASTERS WANT HIGHER CARRIAGE FEES
Will local TV broadcasters hold their digital signals hostage to
negotiate better cable carriage fees? That was the suggestion
of at least one broadcaster at last week's TV Industry Summit
held by Bear Stearns in Washington. "Cable and satellite
make $60 billion off our customers. That's the heart of all our
problems, and we as an industry haven't done anything about
it," said Jeff Smulyan, CEO of Emmis Communications. "We
have cross -subsidized cable. It's stark -raving insanity."

 ADDENDA: The Discovery Civilization Channel, a joint
venture between Discovery Communications and the New
York Times Co., will be renamed the Discovery Times Chan-
nel...Two editors of Gannett Co.-owned newspapers
swapped jobs last week. Ward Bushee, editor of The Cincin-
nati Enquirer, takes over The Arizona Republic from Tom Calli-
nan; Callinan will move to the Enquirer. Both editors add vp
of news to their titles...The Game Show Network will launch
its first reality series, Chuck Woolery: Behind The Lingo, next
spring. Executive produced by Weakest Link's Phil Gurin, the
series offers a behind -the -scenes glimpse into the life of
Woolery, the host of GSN's popular game show Lingo, which
was just renewed for 65 more episodes beginning Dec. 9 at
9 p.m...The Tennis Channel will launch its second original
series, Center Court With Chris Myers, early next year. The
new program, hosted by former SportsCenter anchor Chris
Myers, will be broadcast from the network's studios in Los
Angeles and will feature one-on-one interviews with tennis
greats such as Pete Sampras and Tracy Austin (see related
story on page 20)...CNNSports Illustrated.com, a partnership
between Time Inc.'s SI and CNN, is expected to relaunch as
Sportslllustrated.com sometime next month. The name
change is an effort to do away with any confusion in the mar-
ketplace, which in some cases had consumers wondering if
cnnsi.com was a Spanish -language version of
cnn.com...WFOR-TV in Miami, owned by Viacom Television
Stations Group, has partnered with local Univision station
WLTV. The news -sharing venture will give Viacom more reach
into South Florida's Hispanic market. WFOR also recently
struck a deal with The Miami Herald, an agreement that will
involve news -sharing and marketing opportunities.
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3. What is the longest-
running sitcom ever
in prime -time?*

Only one man on earth
can answer questions like
those right off the top of
his head...every day.

Marc Berman
Editor of the
PROGRAMMING INSIDER
The e-mail fast -track newsletter
for TV executives

Do you need to know what's going on in TV...

every day? Ratings, news, trends, announce-

ments, gossip, expert opinions? Marc Berman

will help you. if you're at a network, ad agency,

syndication company or cable operation, you'd

better sign up quickly for the Programming

Insider while it's still free. Many of the most

famous execs in the business are already

getting it. Like them, you'll get Marc's unique

brand of journalism by e-mail every morning.

And you'll be setter informed than you've ever

been before. (Plus, you'll have a chance to test

your expertise with Marc's Insider Trivia quizzes.)

Subscribe to the
PROGRAMMING INSIDER
Send your name, company name, title
and e-mail address to:

Mberman@mediaweek.com

A service of mediaweek.com



BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Mathers of Importance
WENT TO SEE THAT MOVIE STARRING EMINEM/CAUSE THE

Lords of Culture said it's quite a gem/They said Em's a real actor,
he's the new James Dean/Said we all gotta like him or we're not too
keen/Well well. Well well well./Now he lives in the 'hood with his

slutty drunken mom/And he hangs with the
homeys, talkin' black with aplomb/He goes to
a contest and he raps with the best/He's a
champ like Rocky only not as well dressed/Yo,
dawg. Bitch ho ho.

All right, all right. How long do you
expect Media Person to keep this up, any-
way? Let us beat about the bush no longer.
Media Person is here to start the Official
Eminem Media Backlash.

That's right, backlash. MP says you do
not have to be tyrannized by Frank Rich and
Andrew Sarris. You do not have to blast the 8
Mile soundtrack through your headphones as
you exercycle at the gym. You do not have to
blabber about "interior rhyme" and the grit-
ty realism of the Detroit inner-city milieu.
You are (most likely) a middle-class, middle-
aged white person who has no hope of ever
pulling off a seven -stage ghetto handshake
without looking utterly ridiculous.

And you are strong enough to hear the
truth: The guy is spewing doggerel, and his
only subject is himself. Beneath its hard-core
affectations, the movie's a sentimental cliché,
and it needs subtitles. OK, granted, he's not a
bad actor, but there are about 68,640 others
just as good. And most of them don't insist
on a contract allowing them to keep their
hats on during sex scenes.

In short, the Eminem has no clothes.
So dare to be uncool. Come on, all you

boomers and slackers and wimps, let's revolt.
Let's work up the courage to tell the younger
generation that Eminem is all theirs. Tell
them they can quit worrying that their par-
ents will understand him, thus ruining every-
thing.

Now, go do something really radical. Play
Cole Porter.

Which is quite enough about Eminem.
Media Person is changing the subject. Stand
by for an important question.

Would Christians riot if they read a news-
paper article that said Muhammad would
marry a Miss World contestant that Jesus had
his eye on?

This question has been vexing Media Per-
son since he read about that newspaper that
started the trouble in Nigeria. First of all, he
was jealous. For many years, Media Person
has strived to be controversial and offensive
but has never managed to start even a fist -
fight. About the most outrage he's ever
worked up was a letter from the National
Enquirer's lawyer, threatening legal action
because MP had suggested that the super-
market rag was sometimes less than strictly
accurate. Which is really pathetic.

Secondly, MP was mystified. If you can

fact would at least seem to indicate that the
Prophet might not have been averse to cer-
tain worldly pleasures during his time on
earth. Of course, some of his more extreme
followers are ferociously opposed to the sight
of young women wobbling down runways in
swimsuits and high heels, so they assume
their Prophet would have shared their view.
But does this necessarily mean he wouldn't
marry one?

Let's not be too quick to set innocent
bystanders on fire before we judiciously con-
sider the question, is all Media Person is ask-
ing. For all MP knows, Muhammad might
very well have said, "OK, look, Miss Djibouti
is not behaving in a manner as modest and cir-
cumspect as Allah has decreed, but perhaps if
I take her into my household and patiently
instruct her and cover every inch of her
delightful young body in shapeless robes, she
will see the light and become devout. She
appears to have spiritual potential, and I'm not
saying that just because she's one hot babe."

It's possible. After all, Media Person just
read that a group of evangelical Christians is
launching a series of TV commercials that

The Eminem has no clothes. So dare to be uncool. Come
on, all you boomers and slackers and wimps, let's revolt.

believe the press reports, thousands of angry
Muslims wreaked lethal havoc because of some
article in a Nigerian newspaper saying Mu-
hammad would have married a beauty -contest
babe. Now, Media Person knows nothing
about the Prophet's marital proclivities, so he
went on the Web and Googled Muhammad in
order to be able to write some learned theo-
logical commentary on this matter.

There MP learned that Muhammad may
have had as many as nine wives. And not one
at a time, either. Though it's doubtful any of
them were beauty -pageant contestants, this

ask the question "What would Jesus drive?"
(Although Media Person would rather know,
"What would Jesus put on his dashboard?")
And a Jewish group put on a mock trial of
their first prophet, Abraham, for agreeing to
sacrifice his son. (He was acquitted, of
course-he had a Jewish lawyer.)

So the Western religions are struggling to
make their founders relevant, and the Mus-
lim religion is struggling to keep Western
culture irrelevant. And what is the responsi-
bility of the media in all of this? Why, to stir
up as much trouble as possible, of course. 
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featuring:

Stevie Wonder

Destiny's Child

India.Arie

Brian McKnight

Thelma Houston

Take 6

The Temptations
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